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The Arboretum - - Spring, 1949
B. O. Mulligan

S
INCE the publication of our last Bulle-

tin much of the staff’s time and energy

has been spent in preparing and planting new

areas, principally along or close to the Upper

Road. The ground cleared at the north end

during the winter has been kept cultivated, in

order both to improve the soil condition, keep

down weeds and prepare it either for sowing

grass or planting in the fall. This cultivated

area now extends from the Oak section at the

north to the small valley immediately south of

Woodland Garden. The addition in mid-Feb-

ruary of a new Howard rotary hoe (6^ h.p.)

to our mechanical equipment has been a con-

siderable help in preparing ground this spring.

During February a bulldozer hired out of

the Broadmoor entrance improvement fund

worked for seven days on grading the cleared

banks around the lagoon, lowering the ridge

on the west side, removing several large

Willow trees, and generally putting this

prominent area of several acres into a state in

which our tractor can work on it during the

summer for further improvements planned for

the fall and early winter.

Since the middle of April contractors for

the Park Board have been at work on the

Upper Road and Boulevard through the Ar-

boretum, grading the former and laying sev-

eral hundred feet of new drains on the west

side, prior to surfacing with two inches of

asphalt. The north end of the Boulevard has

been realigned around the lagoon towards the

Broadmoor entrance and a new concrete curb

set up on both sides. New drains also have

been necessary for a considerable length to

carry off surplus water. Resurfacing will

likewise be carried out when this preliminary

work is completed. The whole program should

provide a much-needed and appreciated im-

provement in our road system, especially on

the gravelled Upper Road formerly so dusty

in summer.

Much other work has been continually in

progress in different sections of the Arbore-

tum. Small areas were cleared on the bank

north of Woodland Garden, where some of

the old Spanish Broom plants were removed,

and on either side of the Upper Road between

the Magnolia and Cistus collections.

Sulphate of ammonia was applied in March
to all beds mulched with sawdust, and super-

phosphate followed by a complete fertilizer

on the grass areas at Montlake and Madison

Street, of which the results are now visible.

About 850 Azalea plants were removed from

the old Army Garden nursery into the main

nursery, and probably will be planted finally

in the fall or early winter. Many truck-loads

of surplus Rhododendrons and a wide variety

of other shrubs and small trees have been

removed from our nurseries by campus gar-

deners for use in new plantings there or in the

faculty and student housing sections at Union
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Bay Village. Other donations of plants were

made to the sale held by the Unit Council of

Garden Clubs in March, and for the Ortho-

pedic Hospital in April.

Some of the Azalea beds near the south end

of Azalea Way have been weeded and mulched,

as well as the group of Rhododendron caro-

linianum behind the pond; the McEwan
planting has received attention, with the ad-

dition of more Mahonia plants and Lily bulbs.

On the east slope of Azalea Way below the

Lookout, thanks to a grant of funds from the

Seattle Garden Club, the Azaleas are being

removed by an additional temporary worker in

order to thoroughly clean the site of perennial

weeds before putting in necessary drainage and

finally replanting.

Spraying with lead arsenate for tent cater-

pillars has as usual been a necessary operation,

carried out twice in May, but the infestation

apparently has been less than in 1947 or 1948.

Posts and cables, with locks, have been

placed across six entrances to trails in order to

exclude unauthorized cars.

New Plantings

Perhaps the most important of these is the

new Camellia garden by the Upper Road,

south of Rhododendron Glen, planned by Mr.

R. J. Hansen to utilize some of our young or

surplus plants. It consists of two large “island’’

beds and a continuous border planting of vary-

ing width enclosing two sides of the whole

area. The colors have been carefully arranged

to harmonize or give a mass effect. In all, 170

plants, comprising 122 varieties, were set out

in March or early April after the light and

rather stony soil had been thoroughly prepared

with hickory shavings and fertilizer; finally

the plants received a mulch of decaying

leaves. Representatives of the allied genera

Stewartia, Franklinia, and Eurya also are

placed here.

Slightly to the south and a little west of the

same road the first beds in our new Holly

Azalea Way, looking south from near lower end
of Woodland Garden. Prunus Sargentii on right,

Primus subhirtella group on left.

—PHOTO BY E. F. MARTEN

Grove have been laid out and planted after

similar preparation. Approximately 29 species

and varieties, with a total of 113 plants, are

now growing there in four large irregular beds;

next fall we expect to plant another with

varieties of the American Holly (Ilex opaca)

at present in the nursery. Incidentally, many
of our young plants of the southern Dahoon

Holly (I. Cassine) perished there during last

winter, but enough remained alive for trans-

planting in March.

On the opposite east side of the Upper Road

a start has been made with collections of Hy-

pericum—seven species and 102 plants—and

Hebe, the shrubby New Zealand Veronicas of

which we planted 22 species and 102 plants in

several beds arranged according to their botan-

ical relationship. The latter are close to the

road, the former out of sight of it.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas have also of

course received attention, in view of our stocks

of many kinds. The valley mentioned in our

last issue (page 3) as having been opened up

and cleared has been planned and partially

planted with about half a dozen beds of

various sizes. On the south side by the trail

leading to Azalea Way, varieties and seedlings

of the magnificent hybrid Rhododendron Lo-

deri (50 plants); in the center, nearly 100

young plants of the large-leaved members of

the Falconeri series; on the north side a group

of the tall, late-flowering R. diaprepes, backed

by the Japanese Hemlock to eventually shut

out cold winds, and at the sunnier west end the

Flame Azalea, A. calendulacea (80 plants)

and Western Azalea, A. occidentalis. More
planting here is deferred until the fall, but a

start at least has been made with a promising

new area.

On the north bank of the Glen all our avail-

able species (5) of the dwarf Saluenense series

were planted in March, some 280 plants in all,

part of them flowering in April. Other groups

of dwarf species, R. Kotschyi, R. jerrugineum,

and R. radinum, have been made on the bank

by the trail leading to the Lookout. Thirty-

five young plants of the March-flowering R.

sutchuenense were planted on the slope east

of the Boulevard, opposite the Maple collec-
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tion, with the trailing Cotoneaster prostrata

below them. Eighteen plants of the showy

hybrid “Azma” were transplanted from the

north end of Azalea Way to a new bed on its

east side nearer Woodland Garden; their

places were filled by 24 more plants of the

near-blue R. Augustinii, to increase the pre-

vious adjacent group, so attractive here every

April. Another transfer was of a dozen plants

of the lilac-purple R. Morelianum (jastuosum

fl. pi.) to a freshly cultivated site on the north

side of Woodland Garden, where they have

been joined by a group of Azalea occidentalis

;

other dwarfer kinds will follow later to fill in

the foreground.

One new Azalea bed has been prepared and

planted on the east side, thus completing a

varied succession of beds from the north end

of Azalea Way past Woodland Garden to the

trail leading up to the Magnolia collection. In

this the chief variety was Mr. B. Y. Morrison’s

brilliant “Joya,” accompanied by his “Fash-

ion.” A smaller bed nearer the picnic tables

has been partially planted with R. obtusum

amoenum and similarly colored varieties, in-

cluding “Mozart.” Some rearrangement of

earlier plantings has been made in order to

assemble together those of one kind, or to

avoid color clashes, but much more of such

work will be required in the future before we

can feel reasonably satisfied with the spring

appearance of Azalea Way.

Other lesser plantings have been made in

different areas, including young specimens of

Alder, Ash, Cherry, Crab-Apple, and Maple

trees, but for various reasons it has not been

possible to do as much of this work as we

intended. A selection of about fifteen Fuchsia

varieties again will be planted around the

parking lot by the East Lynn Street bridge.

Spring Flower Shows

A small exhibit of flowering Camellia plants

was set up by request at the annual Camellia

Show held in the Seattle Art Museum, Seattle,

April 2nd and 3rd.

At the Springtime Festival Flower Show in

the Civic Auditorium, May 1st to 5th, the

Arboretum had the honour of arranging an

exhibit on the large stage. This, measuring 56

by 10 feet, with a shorter and narrower bed of

Azaleas in the foreground, was composed

chiefly of various Rhododendron species and

hybrids in flower, set off by a background of

tall native Hemlocks framing a scene of Mt.

Rainier.

The following week-end another smaller

exhibit, approximately 16 by 10 feet, was

staged at the first Tacoma Rhododendron

Show, held in the Bank of California. Here

also Rhododendrons formed the background

and centre and a variety of massed Azaleas

filled in the front of the area.

Acquisitions

In addition to the Howard rotary hoe men-

tioned earlier, another purchase in early spring

was a Standard mower, having five blades

rotating parallel with the ground, used for

cutting grass, bracken and weeds of all kinds,

and capable of dealing with much tougher

material. The cost of the former was approxi-

mately $800.00, of the latter $500.00. Both

should prove valuable additions to our grow-

ing assortment of equipment.

Regular supplies of hickory shavings have

been collected, usually weekly, from the same

generous source as before.

Seed and plant material has come in from

many sources. Some examples are: graftwood

of several Maple species from the Arnold

Arboretum; of two varieties of eastern Dog-

wood from Morris Arboretum, Philadelphia;

of three Camellias from the University of

Florida collection at Gainesville; various de-

sirable plants bought from a nursery in Eng-

land, others from one in Maryland, and nine

tree Peonies imported from Japan, by the

kindness of Mr. Donald Graham of Seattle.

Seeds have reached us from the U. S. Plant

Introduction Station in Maryland; from Mon-

treal, Canada; Kew, England; Edinburgh,

Scotland; the Lu-Shan Botanic Garden,

China; Nikko Botanic Garden, Japan; from

N. Ireland, and from New York, whence Mr.

C. G. Bowers sent us seeds of some of his

recent Rhododendron hybrids.

A very acceptable collection of botanical

books and pamphlets was donated to the

(Continued on Page 37)
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The New York Botanical Garden
Carol H. Woodward*

WHEN visitors from a dozen states or

more came to the New York Botanical

Garden June 9 for the annual program desig-

nated as Rose-Growers’ Day, they were among

the first groups to ride around the Garden’s

230 acres on the new tractor train. The Floral

Flyer, which is the gift of Mrs. Harold Irving

Pratt, a life member of the Garden, is a three-

car train holding 48 passengers. For a small

fare it carries visitors to and from the main

entrance, the Museum Building, the Conserv-

atory (near which most of the Garden’s orna-

mental plantings are concentrated), also the

Rose Garden, Rock Garden, and along the

picturesque gorge of the Bronx River. On the

way, the banks of narcissi can be seen in

spring, the native hemlock forest is glimpsed,

part of the collection of deciduous trees is

traversed, the magnificent assemblage of mag-

nolias is passed, and the rhododendrons which

border one of the main roads are viewed at

close range.

The new tractor train, it is expected, will

greatly augment public appreciation for the

New York Botanical Garden, by making more

of its plantings accessible to visitors on a

single trip. Although the borders of annuals

and perennials, the vegetable and herb gar-

dens, the irises, chrysanthemums, and other

collections of seasonal flowering plants are

near the Conservatory, to visit the Rose Gar-

den, the magnolias, the early flowering cher-

ries, and many of the groups of flowering

shrubs, of which the Garden has a rich col-

lection, has in the past meant a longer walk

than many people desired. Only recently an-

other distant planting was added: the Mont-

gomery Conifer Collection of about 200 rare

and unusual specimens, presented to the Gar-

den by Colonel Robert H. Montgomery from

his estate at Cos Cob, Conn., and dedicated

May 26, 1949.

Last year a committee from the Herb So-

* Miss Carol Woodward, editor of the Journal
of the New York Botanical Garden, gives us the
tenth in our series of descriptions of important
Gardens and Arboretums.

ciety of America designed an Herb Garden

in the style of a medieval knot garden, and

this shows promise of becoming one of the

most popular plantings at the Botanical Gar-

den. Its many aromatic and medicinal herbs

are arranged in a pattern in which foliage

alone can give a quiet effect of harmony and

contrast in both color and texture. Adjacent

to it is a border in which the same herbs are

all grown in rows and labeled.

Near the opposite end of the Conservatory

is a vegetable garden of the same size (each

containing approximately 1,000 square feet),

which for a number of years has been serving

as a model for many suburban New York gar-

deners. Started as a Victory Garden at the

beginning of the war, each season it has pro-

duced nearly a ton of food, which has been

contributed to a nearby hospital.

Between these two special gardens stretches

a double row of flowering annuals, including

a trial border where some of the year’s new

introductions are put to the test. Backed by a

broad belt of shrubbery, these borders are

paralleled by plantings of the hardy asters of

September and the outdoor chrysanthemums

of late October.

On the opposite side of the Conservatory, in

the outdoor court, are pools containing hardy

and tender waterlilies in rainbow colors, with

other ornamental aquatics. While the hardy

varieties are generally in flower from June

until late September, the tender sorts, which

appear in July, are likely to be among the few

flowers left when heavy frost cuts down the

last of the garden in November. Visitors to the

yearly three-day chrysanthemum show near

the end of October can always be assured of

seeing tropical waterlilies outdoors, along with

a few lingering annuals.

By early November, the indoor displays of

flowering plants are begun in the Conserva-

tory, chrysanthemums dominating the scene

until the time for Christmas poinsettias ar-

rives. Forced bulbs, cyclamens, primulas, win-

ter-grown annuals, take their turn, followed by
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bulbs and annuals from South Africa, forced

azaleas, and many other colorful plants in a

constantly changing display which lasts until

after Easter. There are also permanent dis-

plays in all 1 5 houses of the two-acre Conserv-

atory, and the public is privileged to view

these without cost every day in the year. Be-

neath the 90- foot central dome are palm trees,

with spectacular aroids, cycads, and other

tropical species at their feet. While an adja-

cent house contains smaller palms and related

groups, another is devoted exclusively to

aroids, one to tropical ferns, one to aquatics

—

with a showy specimen of Allamanda cathart-

ica covering the wall over the door with its

large yellow flowers. Other houses contain

begonias, cacti, succulent plants of both hemi-

spheres, and warm-climate trees and shrubs.

One represents a tropical rain forest, another

a tropical flower garden in which orchids are

a constant feature, and the two remaining

houses contain economic plants of warm and

cool regions, all supplied with descriptive

labels.

Also in the Museum there are exhibits the

year around, principally representations of

plants of economic use (such as fibers, sugars,

starches, and various types of latex) and taxo-

nomic groups (the principal families of flower-

ing plants, fungi, slime molds, etc.), the latter

a section of the exhibits still being developed

by a committee of volunteer's. This, by the

way, is the only exclusively botanical museum
in the country.

The same building also houses the library

of more than 50,000 bound volumes on botany

and horticulture—the largest library of this

dual type in the United States. Although given

the most intensive use by botanists—visitors

as well as members of the staff—it is open to

the public for reference, and among the fre-

quent readers, besides students, amateur bot-

anists, artists, writers, and garden club mem-
bers, are youngsters who come in on Saturdays

or after four o’clock to sit at the special chil-

dren’s table in one corner.

Included in the library’s collections are the

publications written or edited by staff mem-
bers and other specialists appointed by the

Garden. These total around 150 volumes of



periodicals, about 75 books, and some 1,500

technical articles and pamphlets, amounting to

approximately 100,000 printed pages, in ad-

dition to many popular articles written by the

staff during the Botanical Garden’s active

existence of a little more than half a century.

Of equal importance to botanists is the Gar-

den’s herbarium which is now approaching two

and a half million plant specimens, mounted

and classified. These have been the basis

for scientific studies by members of the staff

and by visiting botanists from every continent,

some of whom have worked at the Garden on

scholarships. The early investigations of N. L.

Britton and Addison Brown, which led to “An

Illustrated Flora of the Northern United

States and Canada,” and the recent work of

H. A. Gleason in preparing an up-to-date ver-

sion of this long-standard work, have both

been made possible by comparative study of

the many specimens in the Garden’s herbar-

ium.

But it is not only North American plants

that are included. The collection is rich in

South American material, dating from the

days of Richard Spruce, and in plants of

Asia, largely accumulated by E. D. Merrill

when he was Director. There are also 8,000

specimens collected in China by Augustine

Henry.

The Garden has, it is believed, the largest

number of West Indian plants of any herbar-

ium in the world. The expeditions of Dr. Brit-

ton and his associates alone brought in 138,-

000 specimens. From the Northwest, the New
York Botanical Garden has the collections of

A. D. E. Elmer and F. E. Lloyd, made in the

late 1800’s, as well as many examples from

other historic expeditions. Fungi, algae, ferns,

mosses, and related groups, as well as flower-

ing plants, are included.

Two sections of the herbarium are kept

separate from the rest: the local herbarium,

consisting of plants within a hundred-mile

radius of New York City, and the horticul-

View in the Rose Garden at New York Botanical
Garden. The Rose Garden contains more than
7,000 plants of nearly 800 varieties.

tural herbarium, by which it is attempted to

keep records of each type of cultivated plant

that comes into flower.

Since the Garden was founded in 1895 (it

was incorporated four years earlier, and the

intervening years were spent in raising money

to make its establishment possible), it has

been devoted to the scientific study of plants,

particularly as to their proper classification,

but also as to their structure and methods of

reproduction, and the diseases and pests that

attack them. In recent years, under the direc-

torship of William J. Robbins, extensive lab-

oratories have been added for the study of

vitamins, antibiotics, plant tumors, and bac-

teriophage.

Since the earliest years the Garden also has

carried on a program of public service through

courses of study in botany, gardening, and re-

lated subjects, free lecture programs, annual

functions and special events such as Rose-

Growers’ Day, the Chrysanthemum program,

garden tours, an herb conference, and also by

offering the use of its facilities to other plant

organizations (American Orchid Society, Holly

Society, and such) for special meetings

when desired. The labeling of plants in the

cultivated areas and along the roads and paths

is another public service (as well as a means

of keeping records), but perhaps the most

appreciated service of all is the answering of

countless questions on every imaginable aspect

of plant life. It has been estimated that mem-

bers of the staff answer 20,000 questions a

year, half of which are handled by the library.

Public service, in fact, in a broad way was

one of the primary aims of the Botanical

Garden’s founders. When Dr. and Mrs. N. L.

Britton in 1888 made a visit to Kew Gardens

outside London, according to a story which

has often been repeated, Mrs. Britton asked:

“Why couldn’t we have something of this

kind in New York?” Later that year she pro-

posed the idea to the Torrey Botanical Club,

which appointed a committee and in January

1889 published an appeal for establishment

of a botanical garden in New York. So quickly

did the idea take hold that the new institution

was incorporated two years later, “For the

(Continued on Page 32)
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MAURICE JACKSON
President of the Arboretum Foundation from 1946 to 1948

Maurice Jackson, an Appreciation

T HE pages of The Arboretum Bulletin

are a peculiarly fitting setting for words

of regret at the passing of Maurice Jackson,

and of appreciation of his work as a civic

leader. It was he who revitalized The Bul-

letin and made of it a stimulating popular

publication. This was part and parcel of his

vision of the Arboretum as an integral part

of the cultural life of the city and the state.

The strength of the appeal to him of any

undertaking was directly in proportion to its

value to the community. His sympathy once

enlisted, he could be counted on to meet

every discouragement, every adverse word or

action, with a constructive answer. From the

moment he became a member of the Board of

the Foundation in 1942, through the vice-pres-

idency, and as president from 1946 to 1948,

he pressed for projects in the Arboretum

which should enrich the life of the community.

In this, as in every cause which enlisted his

interest, he was a dynamic force, an inspira-

tion to his co-workers to push on and on, a

tireless leader whose enthusiasm no difficulty,

either personal or organizational, could

dampen. When controversies arose, he was the

peacemaker, for he had a veritable passion for

fairness.

He was open to ideas, ready to put them

into action if he thought them sound, his

fault being that he never spared himself in

the doing, through his desire to spare others.

He was considerate, appreciative, gentle, and

understanding, of complete integrity, and a

friend, in the deepest sense of the word, to

many individuals and to every organization

in which he had a part.

Many organizations may claim they were

deep in Maury Jackson’s heart and affections,

but none of them can more completely offer

themselves as a memorial to him than the

University of Washington Arboretum, which

will always stand as a living tribute to his

spirit of giving, and as the fruition of his

desire to spread before the citizens of Seattle

a new world of beauty.
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EFFINGER LEAR REBER

In Memoriam . . . Effinger Lear Reber

'^y’EARS AGO—nearly a half a century

—

the city staff of the Post-Intelligencer

gathered for a midnight supper at the old

Rainier-Grand Hotel, the occasion being a

compliment to Effinger Lear Reber, who was

retiring as city editor of the newspaper. And,

as was usual when newspapermen of the day

were concerned to inject a note of formality

into the proceedings, each one present was

called upon to say a few words. The obser-

vations of Fred Bechdolt, who afterward

achieved distinction as a novelist, remained

in the memory of everyone because they were

so singularly appropriate.

“Reber,” said Bechdolt, “is the most lovable

man I know.”

It should be considered that Bechdolt was

a hard-boiled police reporter, he was speaking

of his city editor; a city editor is supposed to

be a sort of Simon Legree, and Reber was a

thoroughly competent city editor.

Members of the Arboretum Foundation will

agree that Mr. Bechdolt’s characterization

would have been as accurate at the time of

Mr. Reber’s tragic death as it was nearly fifty

years ago. He was a tireless worker for the

Foundation from its beginning, and those who

worked with him found his counsel sound, his

efforts productive and his friendship warm.

In his newspaper days Reber played his part

in every undertaking and every move that

looked to the building of the community. In

later years his chief interest was the Ar-

boretum. An enthusiastic gardener himself,

he encouraged all of those who shared his

belief that no other region was quite the equal

of this as a place where gardens could be made

to reach their greatest beauty. His own efforts

in that direction were notable. His home was

a show place, visited by thousands. He was

one of the organizers of the Arboretum Foun-

dation and a leader in its activities. He will

be missed by all who share his love of Nature.

Parenthetically, it may be noted that his

intimate friends at the time of his death were

his intimate friends fifty years ago. Nothing

better could be said of any man.
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Old Fashioned Roses
E. L. Kammerer*

T N THIS age of extensive hybridization,

when the originators of new flower forms

tempt us with their exquisite creations of im-

proved size, shape and coloring, many are the

old favorites which have been forced to yield

to the new and allowed to pass into obscurity.

Old fashioned roses are no exception, and

until the recent renaissance of roses, the ma-

jority of them had been practically forgotten.

Now, due to their return to favor, a conscien-

tious effort is being made to rediscover and

bring back these lost forms to our gardens.

Old farmsteads, deserted dooryards, and

overgrown gardens have already yielded sev-

eral hundred varieties. As these findings repre-

sent less than one-tenth of the number once

in cultivation, however, one can see that the

search must go on.

Plans for the establishment of a collection

of old roses at the Arboretum were formulated

in 1935, and the first planting, a group of 65

varieties, purchased from an eastern firm

specializing in roses, made early the following

spring. These were supplemented in the fall of

1936 by 48 additional forms together with 31

varieties of local origin. The records of the

latter are of particular interest, as many of

them were originally brought from the east

by covered wagon almost a century ago.

Of the old roses now available, the widest

selection is to be found in the “gallica” or

French Group. Little is known of the historical

background of the roses comprising this class

other than the fact that they are of European

origin, and that they enjoyed their greatest

run of popularity in the early nineteenth

century, before the advent of the Hybrid Teas

and Perpetuals.

The three to five-parted foliage character-

izing R. gallica varieties is firm, thick and

leathery, dark green and wrinkled above, paler

and pubescent beneath, and is closely set along

* Reprinted with the kind permission of the
author from the Morton Arboretum “Bulletin of
Popular Information.’’ Mr. Kammerer is arbori-
culturist at the Morton Arboretum, Lisle, Illinois.

**In a later Bulletin, the underlined are especial-
ly recommended, among others.

bristly and glandular-hispid petioles. The

sturdy shoots are armed with straight prickles

of unequal length. The type flower is large,

semi-double and rather flat, with petals of

excellent texture. For brilliance, fullness,

perfection of outline and regularity in the

disposition of the petals, it cannot be sur-

passed. With the exception of yellow, French

Roses occur in multitudinous shades of every

other rose color. In many instances they are

curiously striped, mottled and spotted.

The following varieties were exceptionally

floriferous this season: Asmodee, bright red;

Assemblage des Beautes, deep rose pink;

Avenant, large double pink; Baronne de Stael,

deep pink; Belle de Marley, deep maroon;

Belle Isis,** double, pale flesh pink; Boule de

Nanteuil, rich purplish carmine; Cardinal de

Richelieu, velvety purplish violet; Cramoisi

des Alpes, bright red-purple; Desiree Parmen-

tier, bright flesh pink; Due de Fitzjames,

clear purple shaded slaty-blue; Due de

Guiche, lilac pink changing to slaty-red; Due

de Valmy, vivid red; Duchesse de Buccleugh,

crimson tinged lavender; Dumortier, pink;

Hector, slaty ashen pink; Hortense de Beau-

harnais, soft pink, dotted darker; Jeannette,

clear bright pink; Marie Tudor, salmon pink

blotched rose; Mile. Sontag, soft silvery pink;

Mms. Saportas, bright rosy pink; Neron,

crimson blotched and marbled violet; Nou-

velle Transparente, large crimson pink;

Oeillet Flamand, dark deep crimson; Perle

des Panachees, soft shell pink; President de

Seze, pale violet edged lilac; President Du-

tailly, purplish crimson shaded magenta.

Another important group of roses, one which

dates back even farther into the pages of his-

tory, is that known variously as the Cabbage,

Provence or “Hundred-leaved Rose,” Rosa

centifolia. The Greeks grew it in the very

shadow of the Acropolis itself, the Romans

used it abundantly at their feasts and festivals,

and for over two thousand years it has been

extensively cultivated for use in manufacturing
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attar and cherished in cottage gardens for its

delicious scent.

As a group, R. centifolia and its numerous

hybrids may be recognized by their broad,

thin, pungently scented, coarsely toothed leaf-

lets of five, hanging loosely on petioles devoid

of prickles, their robust stalks bearing many

thorns of unequal length, their blunt buds

and large, very double globular flowers. So

heavy are the individual blooms that the

slender, glandular pedicels bearing them ac-

tually bend under their weight. In color pinks

seem to predominate, although the range in-

cludes white and various shades of pink, rose,

crimson and velvety purple.

The freest blooming Cabbage roses in our

collection were Konigin von Danemark, a

strong-growing form with moderately large

double flowers of soft flesh pink; La Noblesse,

a charming old variety with double light rose

flowers with darker centers; Petite Orleanaise,

with small, very double pompon-like flowers,

and the old Red Provence. This is a dwarf,

spreading sort with fragrant, cupped blooms

of clear crimson.

Mention has already been made of the in-

clination of the Cabbage Rose to “sport.” The

most noteworthy and surely the most widely

known result arising from this tendency is the

unique Moss Rose and its varieties, Rosa can-

tifolia muscosa. The original type plant, the

Old Red Moss, was introduced to England

from Holland in 1596, but where it came from

originally is still unknown. It is a rather re-

markable fact that there were no varieties of

the Moss Rose in cultivation between 1596

and the latter part of the eighteenth century.

Proof of the Moss Rose’s close kinship to

R. centifolia is clearly shown by the botanical

similarity existing between the two. In addi-

tion, there is that mossiness of the buds, sepals,

calyx, stems and often the leaflets, peculiar to

no other Rose type. There also is that deli-

ciously fragrant “old-timey” scent to both

flowers and foliage.

The number of Moss Roses available today

is quite extensive. From our experience here

we can recommend the following: Baron de

Wassenaer, globular flowers of light crimson;

Berangere, flat, rose-pink flowers of medium

size; Capitaine Basroger, bright carmine red;

Captaine John Ingram, small velvety purple

flowers; Celina, dark crimson flowers, heavily

mossed buds; Comtesse de Murinais, white

flowers tinged blush; Crested Moss, flowers

large, bright rose-pink, calyx beautifully

fringed and frilled; Duchesse de Verneuil,

flesh pink flowers deepening to salmon; La

Neige, a free-flowering, double pure white

variety; Laneii (Lane’s Moss), large, full

blooms of cerise pink, beautifully mossed;

Malvina, well formed, very double flowers of

pale pink; Mme. Louis Leveque, brilliant

salmon pink; Monsieur Pellison, large, dark

pink very mossy; Nuits de Young, dwarf

variety with very dark velvety red blooms;

Old Pink Moss, the original Moss Rose with

large, globular rose-pink flowers; and Salet,

flowers rosy, pink-shaded blush at edges.

Time was when all dark red roses were

termed Damask, probably because some of the

first deep-colored varieties bore this name.

Such an idea was, of course, erroneous, as

there are dark-flowered roses of practically

every type and Damasks of various colors,

including white.

To distinguish the Damask Rose, R. damas-

cena, from the French and the Cabbage, it

will be observed that the Damask is a more

robust and bushy grower, its shoots rough

spiny with larger, hooked prickles of uniform

length, and its light green foliage leathery

and remarkably downy. Its showy flowers are

of fair size and are generally freely produced

in trusses of three or more. Their enchanting

fragrance is second only to that of the Cab-

bage and Moss Rose.

All Damask varieties have sprung from the

wild rose of Syria, a species believed to have

been brought back to England from Palestine

by the Crusaders in the year 1573 or there-

about. From Damask Roses is made the cele-

brated rose-water of the East, and, according

to legend, it was water distilled from the leaves

of this plant that the Sultan Saladin used to

purify the Mosque of Omar after it had been

used as a Christian Church. Five hundred

(Continued on Page 32)
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I Like Old Roses!
Will Tillotson*

“A rose, a child, a bird, a star—

-

Those are my loves;

better them ye who can.”

I
F YOU are a rabid hybrid tea enthusiast and

can see no rose beauty except that which is

so brilliantly pictured and superlatively adver-

tised in modern catalogs, turn the page, my
friend . . . these words are not for you. I have

no quarrel with you . . . my admiration for the

hybrid tea rose is probably as great as yours.

My enjoyment in them, however, does not

exclude an absorbing interest in that great

rose background to the hybrid teas covered by

the general term “old-fashioned.”

To those whose hobby has grown a bit jaded

and stale with the many and not-so-very-dif-

ferent modern varieties, urged upon us each

season with the same adjectives, the old roses

offer a fascinating vista far back through the

years . . . the ancient species, Chinas, Dam-

asks, Bourbons, Centifolias, Noisettes, Mosses,

Ramblers, Rugosas, Teas, Polyanthas . . . the

big, hardy Hybrid Perpetuals . . . and all the

many crosses made by nature and man. What
an infinite variety of color, type, perfume and

plant habit! True, many are not “ever-bloom-

ing,” their “form” might never win a beauty

contest, yet they have the charm and fine

“workmanship” of old furniture, tapestry, old

paintings, antique jewelry. They are the fore-

bears of your modern favorites . . . the laven-

der and old lace of bygone days.

My modest knowledge of roses, alas, is not

deeply rooted in memories of grandmother’s

garden. I am the pupil of hundreds of amateur

rosarians the country over, whose letters cross

my desk each season, praising and appraising,

condemning and complaining . . . these fine

people have taught me the little I know. We,

like you, have “new” varieties each season,

whose blooming is awaited with eager impa-

tience . . .
perhaps they have been sent us for

trial, or we have found them in some old

* In his inimitable style, Mr. Will Tillotson,
of the Lester Rose Gardens, Watsonville, Cali-
fornia, briners us the very scent of his “old fash-
ioned roses.”

garden, or have bought them the same as you,

from a fellow-nurseryman. There are over

fifty this spring to view and judge for the first

time. This is the fun of a rose hobby ... the

reward for all the digging and spraying and

fussing. Yes, we are keen to see those latest

hybrid teas, but there are some “oldies” whose

background and descriptions intrigue us much
more.

By now you will have decided I like old-

fashioned roses . . . hence I shall waste no

more of the space granted me, in generalities.

I address myself first to you, Mr. and Mrs.

Rose Enthusiast, with a neat little garden

space on a suburban lot, which awaits some

roses. Let us say you have decided on fifty

plants . . . not all one season, perhaps, but

ultimately. Now by all means indulge your

fancy for several of those “ever-blooming”

hybrid teas . . . plant them in the foreground,

along with some polyanthas for constant color.

They will give you much pleasure, both in and

out of the garden. But back there along the

fence, or the corner of the garage, are places

for such fine old climbers as the deep-carmine

American Beauty, with the unforgettable fra-

grance, or the sunset-hued Beauty of Glazen-

wood . . . the steady-blooming pink, clustered

Clytemnestra . . . Gloire de Dijon, richly col-

ored and repeating, a silver-pink, historical La

France, the not-so-old but delightful Mme.
Gregoire Staechlin, the radiant, climbing Shot

Silk, of about the same vintage . . . Climbing

Souvenir de la Malmaison, delicately beauti-

ful and admired for one hundred years . . .

Tausendschon, big and lusty, truly the “rose

of a thousand beauties” . . . Veilchenblau and

Violette, a cloud of magenta, lilac and violet

tones in great spring blooming. Perhaps you

will have a spot for the sweetbrier, Eglantine,

to apple-scent your whole garden. Between

these lovely background, mass-blooming roses

and your bed of hybrid teas, I suggest a sample

planting of the old bush roses ... a pink

Crested Moss, and the rose-pink, dramatic

Gloire des Mousseaux ... a rugosa, Blanc
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Double de Coubert, pure white with heavenly

fragrance, or perhaps the pale pink Delicata

. . . the lovely, cupped tea rose, Duchesse de

Brabant, always in bloom ... a few varied

Hybrid Perpetuals, tall-growing and profuse

. . . the dark red General Jacqueminot, pink

George Arends, glowing deep carmine, Mar-

shall P. Wilder, the white “Snow Queen,”

Frau Karl Druschki. You should have a China

rose ... we suggest Hermosa ... a Gallica,

Jeannette ... a Damask, Mme. Hardy, vin-

tage 1832 . . . Variegata di Bologna, Centifolia,

full-bodied, striped and so different. All

these varied types add that interest, charm

and distinction to a rose garden which hybrid

teas alone cannot provide.

To you, fortunate owners of country homes

with acres of ground, old fences, out-of-the-

way nooks and corners, what a feast of spring

and summer beauty can be yours! Here the

old-fashioned roses are at their best . . . Belle

of Portugal, earliest in spring; the Cherokees,

red, pink and white; the intriguing Chestnut

Rose, always in bloom; groups of the apple-

scented Sweetbriers in the rougher places.

There is the glossy foliaged, sulphur-yellow

Mermaid, in all-season bloom; the Musks and

their many hybrids, producing great fountains

of snowy-white clusters; fine old R. Soulieana;

the great briers, Harison’s Yellow and Hu-

gonis, “first to tell that spring is at hand,” and

many, many more. What mass-color, sizes

and fragrance . . .
growing bigger and more

spectacular with every season!

You will have space also for a charming old-

fashioned garden, quite apart from your hy-

brid teas. Best to try a plant or two of the

many types, to determine those you like best,

and also, those which like you. There are still

hundreds of old roses available to please

every taste and awaken old memories.

I think the charming lady who answered

me the following lines this spring will not be

displeased if I quote them, in closing: “I do

indeed know what you mean by the special

pleasure that you get from these old-fashioned

roses, like the pleasure in such treasures as

your old Swiss watch, your marquetry bed,

your grandmother’s embroidered alphabet.

When I see and touch some lovely thing that

my grandparents owned or grew in their gar-

dens . . . that they were fond of, took care of

and lived with, then I feel as if they and we

who are here now, are not separated by the

accident of our different eras of existence but

are near and, in a sense, contemporary in our

common love of beauty and of life.”

Summer Feeding of Trees and Shrubs

J. W. Caddick*

O F ALL the people who realize the im-

portance of feeding or fertilizing the

flower garden and the vegetable garden, a very

small percentage give the more permanent gar-

den plants a bite to eat. It may be the natural

aggressiveness of our trees and shrubs which

enables them to struggle along without nu-

trients. It probably is the fact that they can

do so in the fields and hills which leads people

to believe they will flourish without care in

the home garden. They do not stop to think

that the natural sources of food are not avail-

able in the garden. Many of the more vigorous

* Mr. J. W. Caddick is Assistant Professor of
Landscape Design at the State College of Wash-
ington, Pullman, Washington.

trees and shrubs do survive and apparently

grow well in a garden environment without

additional fertilizers.

It is not until people have seen the differ-

ence in growth, health, vigor, freedom from

disease and insects and increased flower or

fruit production which is a direct result of

feeding, that they realize the importance of

supplemental diet for garden trees and shrubs.

Most people think of oak trees as being

very slow growers. And so they are under star-

vation conditions. With proper fertilization,

however, a red oak will grow four feet a year.

This is comparable to or better than many of

the “fast growing” but undesirable trees such
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as Chinese Elm or Poplar. The latter are such

voracious feeders that they can put out a

great deal of growth by stealing the nutrients

from the lawn, the flower border or the vege-

table patch. They are not good trees, however,

and certainly a long-lived tree, free from insect

or disease trouble, neat in appearance, hard

wooded and safe, is more to be desired if

good or fast growth can be obtained for a few

pounds of fertilizer each year or every other

year.

This same benefit can be derived by feeding

many others of our “slow growing” trees and

shrubs. Other benefits can be seen in any com-

mercial orchard. Regular fertilization increases

the amount of bloom on all varieties of fruit

trees. Increased bloom means increased quan-

tity of fruit. The general vigor of the tree also

is responsible for increased size and quality of

the fruit. It is not merely because the commer-

cial fruit grower sprays his orchard with in-

secticides that he has less scab on his fruit

or fewer worms in them. This spray program

is very important, to be sure, but everyone will

admit that the health and vigor of the trees

also reduces the insect and disease damage.

The same applies to well-nourished human

beings, dogs, or the trees and shrubs in the

garden. An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure.

There is a danger in feeding plants, how-

ever, as much as a danger in feeding children.

The wrong food at the wrong time will pro-

duce soft bodies. This is especially true in

areas where the temperature falls below 20

degrees for any length of time during the

winter or where there are hard, dry winds dur-

ing the winter. To be on the safe side, ferti-

lizer should be applied at the beginning of the

growing season. If the amount of other garden

work necessitates a delay, it generally can be

applied up to the middle of July. In very

favorable climates this period might be ex-

tended slightly, but in any case the new growth

induced by the fertilizer should stop and have

a month or two to harden off before freezing

weather begins. Some persons advocate feeding

in late fall about the time plants become dor-

mant. This will definitely eliminate the hazard

of too much soft growth in late summer.

In order to be most economical in purchase

and application of fertilizers, we should un-

derstand what they do and how they vary in

strength.

Nitrogen is generally responsible for the

green color of foliage and the growth of stems

and leaves.

Phosphorus helps in root development and

early maturity of plants. It generally aids in

flower and fruit development.

Potassium is an element which does not

produce spectacular results, but which is

necessary to enable the plant to use the other

nutrients. It acts as a general conditioner or

tonic.

When used together these three elements

are referred to as a complete fertilizer. The im-

purities in them generally furnish enough of

the minor elements to make this true. Occa-

sionally some of the so-called minor elements

are so deficient in the soil that feedings of

these must be made also. The main one of

these is iron, which quite often limits the

growth of some of our plants. One of the most

notable of these is the Pin Oak. Another group

is the Rhododendron family. Oftentimes the

trouble in these cases is availability rather

than actual presence, however. Some soils will

release their iron to plants only if they are

fairly acid. In case of doubt send a soil

sample to your county agent or state college

for a free analysis and recommendation of

fertilizer application for the plants you wish

to grow.

Soil acidity can be very easily changed by

the addition of two very inexpensive materials.

Lime will make the soil alkaline or sweet. Sul-

fur will make the soil acid or sour. The

amounts to use will vary considerably with the

existing acidity or alkalinity of the soil, and

the plants desired. Most of our plants seem

to favor a slightly acid soil, though of course

the lilac is a notable exception. These mate-

rials are slow acting and long lasting. If quicker

results are necessary to acidify an area, they

can be achieved by using aluminum sulfate or

ammonium sulfate. The first is for acidifying

only, while the second adds nitrogen as well

(Continued on Page 33)
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Shade Loving Shrubs
Edith H. Banghart*

I
N OUTLINING shrubs that are “shade-

loving” I must admit that I am unable

to definitely stipulate those species that are

actually shade-loving.

I have consulted several prominent author-

ities, and they, too, are of the opinion that

lines of demarcation have long been an exact-

ing question to determine, and whether cer-

tain shrubs are really “shade-loving”, or only

tolerate shaded positions—either having been

planted there by misunderstanding the re-

quirements in the first place, or on account of

lack of suitable room in some other location,

and finding themselves “placed” have to like

it or else!

Having seen in my travels through Mexico

and Guatemala certain kindred types of

plant material growing in the densest shade

down there in the mountain areas, which grow

up here in highly exposed and wide open

spaces; and recalling having seen Acacia

Baileyana in a friend’s shady garden on Mer-

cer Island, thriving with almost gay abandon,

it seemed to me, with azaleas, rhododendrons

and other shade-loving shrubs— opinions

might not always prove infallible.

I would like to compromise, therefore, by

saying that there are a goodly number of

beautiful shrubs that actually thrive in the

shade, but that there are a great many more

that “tolerate” shade and actually take kindly

to it.

Many varying conditions control the out-

come for a healthy and pleasing effect in a

shaded shrub border.

For instance, one might gather together a

most comprehensive and outstanding collection

of beautiful specimens, all defined to adapt

themselves happily in shady locations, and yet,

no matter how well cared for, one might find

the foliage yellowing and some specimens be-

coming sickly and intolerant in an otherwise

luxuriant environment.

* Mrs. Edith H. Banghart, well known for her
splendid Garden Lectures, is one of eleven (only)
Life Honorary Members of the British Alpine
Society and a Life Honorary Member of the
Washington State Federation of Garden Clubs.

So first must be determined the inherent ap-

propriateness of the plant material to be used,

in the location where it is to be planted.

The kind of shade must also be a first con-

sideration. Whether caused by the north side

of a house or other large building; whether to

be planted in large groupings for landscape

effect in shaded corners of the garden; and

particularly, whether its underlying associa-

tion and fundamental growing tendencies will

be affected by close proximity to larger vege-

tation, such as: trees, conifers, maples ma-

dronas, and others.

Soil, moisture and other elements are grow-

ing factors, of course, but if certain types don’t

seem to be thrifty, upon closer observation

one might find a large specimen of maple or

other vagrant transgressor growing nearby,

stretching out its octopus-like roots and actu-

ally stealing all the nutriment from under

the more shallow-rooted shrubs.

One’s selection of plant material, then,

should naturally be the combination of certain

kindred types that would not only grow well

together but would tend to produce harmoni-

ous and distinctive combinations, particularly

in the case where the developed area would

take place in naturalistic environments.

One should also strive for pleasing effects,

even after the leaf is off the limb, in fall and

winter. Colors of ageing foliage; the reds and

bronzes of certain types of rose-hips, such as

rugosa, the reds and yellows of colorful

branches found in the viburnums, dogwoods,

etc., and shrubs with red, orange, blue and

white berries, all tend to glistening highlights

and add an attractive silhouette against and

among the sturdier and waxy dark green

leaves of the evergreens.

It is observed that most shade-loving plants

found growing in nature grow in acid soil com-

posed of deep layers of leaf-mould and other

decaying vegetable matter, consisting of twigs,

small particles of bark and so forth, which

aid in the aeration of the soil to a marked

degree.
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It is therefore advantageous to procure good

woodsy soil in the preparation of shrub beds,

adding to the local soil enough acid peat moss,

leaf-mould, and perhaps a little acid ferti-

lizer, to bring the soil to a sufficiently acid

reaction.

In the Cornell Extension Bulletin No. 268,

Dr. Donald Wyman of the Arnold Arboretum

suggests that, providing one would start with

a medium soil, the pH of which would be

about 5.5 to 6.0, one could add about one-

quarter pound of aluminum sulphate to the

square yard, being careful not to apply too

much at one time (it being more efficacious to

apply once or twice during the season), and

watering it in well after each application.

I have personally found cottonseed meal

most acceptable in almost every instance,

although the last few years it has been a little

more difficult to come by, and much more

expensive than it was when I used it in quan-

tity in my own gardens.

I frequently see gardeners and maintenance

men throwing grass cuttings, maple, and other

leaves into shaded corners around the shrub-

bery, in a shrub bed. This might seem a good

idea in theory, but with constant practice, on

later observation, one would find the leaves

and grass packed down and completely shut-

ting off all aeration. Much better to decom-

pose the material first and add to the shrub

bed in the form of humus or a loose leaf soil.

Moisture, of course, is a “must” in a shaded

shrub bed—but not stagnant conditions. Good

drainage is essential for almost all types of

shrubs, except, of course, those of bog-loving

potentialities.

For the sake of convenience and immediate

observation, I shall enumerate the various

shade-loving shrubs alphabetically, describing

as best I can those that I consider of real

garden merit and am familiar with personally.

At the end of my notes I will append a list

of plants known to prefer ‘deep” shade, and

those that do well in half-shade; half-shade

meaning where the sun’s rays might permeate

through leafage for several hours a day, either

morning or late afternoon.

The plant material most generally used for

shaded locations these last few years seems

to be almost invariably rhododendrons and

azaleas in their hybrid forms. And so, with

the exception of perhaps some of the very

attractive and desirable native and woodsy

types, I shall pass over the long list of hybrid

rhododendrons and azaleas, camellias, etc., as

they are an intricate study in themselves, and

have been ably handled in The Bulletin

heretofore.

I will also leave out the dwarfer types of

shade-tolerant shrubs, except where I men-

tion certain specimens that can hardly be re-

placed as suitable subjects to plant in the

front of a border, either for the beauty of col-

oring foliage, or in order that beautiful berry

coloration might be enjoyed.

ACANTHOPANAX (Aralia) ricinifolius. Hand-
some, palmate foliage. I remember the late
Mr. Judd of the Arnold Arboretum telling me
that, if he could have only one shrub beside
a shady pool, it would be this lovely specimen.

ACANTHOPANAX (Aralia) pentaphyllus. Al-
though one rarely sees it around, its five-fin-

gered, waxy foliage is a lovely foil for other
shrubbery, and it can always be depended on
for its clean and blight-resistant habit.

ACER (Japanese Maples) nikoense, and palma-
tum atropurpureum, and dissectum with lovely
red colored foliage, and A. Negundo albo-
variegatum and A. elegantissimum, beautiful
white and yellow variegated foliage. The
native Canadian maple colors beautifully in
the fall, and makes a pleasing subject to skirt

the back of a naturalistic shrub bed.
AUCUBA japonica variegata—especially Hillier’s

hybrid, with much larger and handsomer dark
green foliage, large red berries. A. japonica
crotonensis, leaves heavily variegated with
bright yellow, and conspicuous red berries.

AMELANCHIER canadensis and A. oblongifolia.

One of the most beautiful shrubs or small
growing trees.

ANDROMEDA (see also Pieris) floribunda,
Pieris Forrestii, and Pieris japonica. Foliage
colors highly in springtime, beautiful, pearly
blossoms. Andromeda polifolia and A. angus-
tifolia; low-growing shrubs more suitable for

the rock garden.

ARBUTUS Unedo (the strawberry tree). Valu-
able winter-blooming tree with strawberry-
like fruit. A. Unedo rubra, with delightful

rosy-crimson flowers.

ARONIA floribunda, A. arbutifolia, and A. mel-
anocarpa. White blossoms, handsome black
berries.

ARUNDINARIA nitida. One of the lower-grow-
ing bamboos; several types have graceful

foliage and are suitable in shade.

AZALEA. The Ghent and Koster hybrids do
well in shaded locations. A. occidentalis, the

early blooming A. mucronulata, the flame
azalea A. calendulacea, with its delightful

honeysuckle fragrance, the handsome A.
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Schlippenbachii, the shell azalea A. Vaseyi—
these and many others are much used near

shaded pools, and are nice in woodland plant-

ings.

BERBERIS. Most any of the Berberis family

will do well in the shade or half shade, and
there is a long line to select from. The native

B. Aquifolium (Mahonia Aquifolium) is one
of my favorites, with its handsome, clean

foliage; B. japonica and B. Bealei have gor-

geous yellow and orange flower spikes. B.

linearifolia and B. lologensis are two of the

most beautiful of all, and B. hypokerina, the

“Silver Holly” berberis, is colorful.

BUXUS. Many of the Box do well in the shade,

especially B. japonica, which is taller and of

looser habit than most.
CEANOTHUS is one of the most beautiful genus

of evergreen and deciduous shrubs. Several
of the varieties will do well in half shade, but
are not considered too hardy and most will

need some protection. C. Veitchianus, how-
ever, is considered to be quite hardy, and has
delightful clusters of blue flowers in the early
spring.

CHOISYA ternata is a useful evergreen for half
shade, and has delightfully fragrant blossoms.

CLETHRA alnifolia with lily-of-the-valley-like

flowers will do very nicely in the Pacific

Northwest.
CORNUS. Many of the dogwoods, while being

fine for shaded locations, will grow quite
tall. C. alba and C. sibirica have very attrac-

tive red stems; C. kousa with compact flowers
and rich autumn leaf coloring, and C. alba
Spaethii, with attractive variegated foliage,

and C. florida rubra, the lovely pink dogwood,
do beautifully in the shade.

CORYLOPSIS Veitchiana, with handsome yel-
low flowers before the leaves appear, and the
densely branched C. Wilmottiae, with deep
sulphur-yellow flowers in long tassels.

COTONEASTER. There is a long list of cotone-
asters which would tolerate shade, many of
them too dwarf to include, except at the front
of a shaded border. However, among those
that give the best effect I would suggest C.

salicifolia floccosa, Henryana, and C. Simonsii,
a handsome shrub with brilliant berries.

CYDONIA (Chaenomeles) . I recently saw some
very beautiful new hybrid quinces in a San
Jose, Calif., nursery, and these, they tell me,
do quite well in half shade, most need very
little protection. All are very beautiful varia-
tions of pinks, rose, deep reds, etc.

CYTISUS. Most of the Brooms require a sunny
location, but I would like to call attention
to two very handsome types that will do
quite well in a half shady shrub border: C.
“Dorothy Walpole” and C. “Lord Lambourne”

,

the former a beautiful rose pink, and the latter
with scarlet-crimson wings and pale cream
standards. C. praecox is also beautiful at the
edge of an evergreen border.

DAPHNE Burkwoodii, and the similar hybrid
D. Somerset are perfectly lovely to plant at
the front of a shady border; both have fragrant
waxy pink and creamy blossoms.

DAVIDIA involucrata, and D. Vilmoriniana,
while growing quite tall, are very slow grow-
ing; the large white flowers are most unusual.

DESFONTAINEA spinosa. Lovely holly-like
leaves; the flowers are tubular crimson, tipped
orange.

DEUTZIA. Several of the deutzias will do well

in half shade, the lovely D. Lemoinei and the

double-flowered D. scabra are good types.

ELAEAGNUS argentea and E. macrophylla are

silver-leaved varieties that will add character

to a shrub bed; should have some protection.

ENKIANTHUS campanulatus with cream or

rosy lily-of-the-valley-like flowers, E. cernuus

rubens, choice Japanese type with rose-car-

mine blooms, and E. chinensis, magnificent

shrub with salmon blossoms, might need some
protection also in exposed positions.

ESCALLONIA macrantha, and E. langleyensis,

and the lovely “Donard Beauty” with its rose-

pink blooms, are fine examples of this attrac-

tive shrub.
EUONYMUS alatus is an ornamental shrub with

cork-like bark, and E. yedoensis is particularly

attractive in its purplish fruits and rich

autumn coloring.

EXOCHORDA prefers rich soil in sun, but I

have seen the lovely E. Wilsonii, with its

handsome flowers blooming freely in a garden

much shaded by other overhanging boughs.

FORSYTHIA. One could hardly pass by the

lovely F. spectabilis, and F. suspensa, without

giving it full recognition—it does beautifully

in half shade and is always lovely in the

early springtime.
FOTHERGILLA major, a charming shrub with

white blooms and foliage, turning a brilliant

yellow in autumn.
FUCHSIA. Several of the shrub fuchsias do

well in shade. F. Riccartonii, with its dainty

pendent red blossoms, is a lovely shrub, per-

fectly hardy if trimmed well back in late

fall.

GAULTHERIA. While most of these fine shrubs

are rather dwarfish, the lovely G. Hookeri
with handsome foliage and delightful cobalt

blue berries is outstanding.

GORDONIA. A beautiful, very rare shrub or

small tree (grows slowly in this section) . G.

axillaris, and G. chrysandra, both from China,

have huge white blossoms. Needs to be planted

in protected location.

HALESIA Carolina. This small tree is known
as the Snowdrop Tree, and while coming from
the Southern States, will grow in half-shaded

areas if given some protection.

HAMAMELIS japonica, from China and Japan,

fragrant yellow, and H. mollis, most interest-

ing large, rich yellow tassels in abundance.
H. vernalis with small yellow blossoms, very
fragrant, and H. virginiana, with autumn flow-

ers and highly colored foliage.

HYDRANGEA arborescens grandiflora, and H.

paniculata grandiflora, are two of the best for

shaded border.
HYPERICUM Hookerianum from the Himalayas,
and H. patulum from China and Japan, both
have beautiful, large yellow blossoms.

ILEX. Several of the hollies seem suitable to

plant in shaded areas. While in the majority
of cases one rather pictures them as specimen
trees, I. Pernyi, and the native I. glabra with
its black fruits, and the very handsome I.

latifolia, seem particularly well suited to plant

in and among other shade-loving shrubs.

KALMIA. Most kalmias are perhaps too dwarf
to mention here, but one must not overlook
the lovely K. latifolia, one of the most beauti-

ful of all American native shrubs.

(Continued on Page 41)
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Wisterias

Walter B.

G ENERALLY speaking, these favorite

climbing plants are too well known to

need much comment, but as is often the case

specific information does not seem to be wide-

spread. Bailey’s Standard Cyclopedia of Hor-

ticulture says there are six species and de-

scribes two American and four oriental ones.

Rehder's Manual of Cultivated Trees and

Shrubs, 2nd edition, fully describes six, briefly

mentions two others, and leaves a ninth open

to conjecture.

From our California viewpoint the two

American species can just as well be omitted

as they are rarely seen and of little garden

value in comparison with the three well-known

oriental forms.

Little need be said about Wisteria japonica,

a slender, nearly evergreen vine. Flowers are

said to be white but are really greenish. Its

ornamental value is so slight that there is no

probability of its ever becoming popular.

The three species that conform to the usual

idea of wisterias are Wisteria floribunda, W.
sinensis, and W. venusta. Of these, W. sinensis

is best known, most widely planted, and has

been with us longest. It shows little tendency

to vary, so aside from the well-known bluish-

lavender form there is only the albino var.

alba. The normal form is usually called Chi-

nese Purple Wisteria but this must refer to

the purple summer blossoms borne at the end

of branches of current season’s growth. The

large and well advertised plant at Sierra

Madre is a good example of this species.

W. venusta (Silky Wisteria) is curious in its

botanical name, which apparently was given

to the albino form before the natural species

became known, which results in the normal

purple form being reduced to a variety called

W. venusta var. violacea. Another interesting

point is that Rehder’s Manual says the latter

has not been introduced into this country.

Nevertheless, it was found in several places in

* We are grateful to Mr. Walter B. Clarke,
Clarke Nursery, San Jose, California, for permis-
sion to reprint this excellent article from the
Journal of the California Horticultural Society,
January, 1948.

Clarke*

California about fifteen years ago. It was

doubtless sent unnamed by Japanese nursery-

men when there were no restrictions on im-

portations. The finest known plant is in San

Jose and must be at least forty or fifty years

old. It seems unreasonable to assert that any-

thing could be more gorgeous than a fine old

plant of Chinese wisteria, but in the writer’s

opinion this can be and is.

Plants of the two forms just mentioned can

be readily identified when dormant by the

brown bark of the new wood which is gray in

all others; when in bloom by the very large

flowers on long stalks in short, broad clusters

and when in leaf by the profuse silkiness of

the leaves. The blossoms of the albino are

chalk-white while those of var. violacea some-

what resemble those of W . sinensis but in mass

give a distinct and characteristic dappled ef-

fect. These two silky wisterias deserve more

extensive' use.

W. floribunda (Japanese Wisteria), known

until recently as W. multijuga, is the hardiest

species, being rated by Rehder as safe in Zone

IV while others are rated Zone V. It is well

distinguished by longer and more slender

racemes which sometimes attain fantastic

lengths. Further, while in the other oriental

forms the entire cluster opens at about the

same time, this starts at the top (as it hangs)

and works down. This is so marked that the

earliest flowers may commence to fade while

the latest are still in the immature bud stage.

This process of course causes the vines to stay

in bloom a long time. The purplish forms

are really bicolored, the large upper petal

(standard) being purple while the lower

(wings and keel) are nearly white in most

but not all varieties. Unlike the others, it is

highly variable and has given many fine

horticultural forms, some of which are listed

below:

ALBA is, of course, simply the albino form.

CARNEA has pale flesh-pink flowers which

are very fragrant and produced in great pro-

fusion, particularly when grown in tree form.
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GEISHA seems to be the bluest in this

group and has well-filled clusters of moderate

length. Very pretty.

ISSAI was imported from Japan about

twenty years ago and has been quite widely

distributed. Very profuse bloomer with clus-

ters of medium length. Unlike most of this

class it blooms quite freely in summer as well

as in spring.

LONGISSIMA is also called Kyushaku,

which means “nine feet.” The actual impli-

cation is that clusters are four feet long. This

curiosity of language is due to the fact that

the Japanese word for “four” also means

“Death”; hence four is very unlucky! Even

four feet may seem an exaggeration but the

writer has measured them longer than that,

and has good reason to believe that under

best possible culture they can reach between

five and six feet.

LONGISSIMA ALBA is an albino form

with handsome, well-filled racemes which,

however, do not attain the extreme length of

the typical variety although they are com-

monly well over two feet long.

ROSEA is one that is generally known as

Pink Wisteria. Clusters are longer and flowers

have a deeper tint than those of carnea, about

like the Pink Locust.

ROYAL PURPLE is either the same as

Koshigaya or so close as to be practically in-

distinguishable. Except for the next variety,

this has the deepest purple flowers in the

jloribunda group. Clusters can be a little over

two feet long and are well filled. Some consider

it the best Japanese wisteria.

VIOLACEA PLENA, Double Violet Wis-

teria, is remarkable for being the only double

in cultivation and also for having by far the

darkest flowers. They are large, very full and

actually suggestive of double violets. It blooms

freely in racemes of moderate length.

Here can be mentioned W. formosa con-

sidered a hybrid (W. jloribunda x W. sinensis

)

which can be “damned with faint praise.” Its

appearance fails to suggest a hybrid origin

and while fairly pretty, certainly does not sur-

pass either of its putative parents.

While propagation will probably interest

few others than nurserymen, a few comments

may be in order. Wisterias can be grown from

seed or cuttings or by grafting. Seedlings

should never be planted in a garden as they

will grow for many years without blooming.

In an experiment made at Clarke Nursery,

seedlings were grown eight years in the ground,

then dug and put into boxes where they stayed

four years more and still had no flowers. This

finally became too tiresome, so they were cut

down and grafted. That season they made

about fifteen feet of growth and the following

spring they bloomed profusely. Cuttings are

possible, not practical. Grafting is the certain

way to get good plants that will soon start

blooming.

While wisterias are mainly grown as climb-

ing vines they have a peculiar character that

makes it possible to grow them in tree form.

This is the fact that the tips of the growing

shoots continually revolve as if looking for

support and any shoot that fails to find it soon

atrophies and dies at the tip. This automatic

checking of the growth, supplemented by

some pruning, results in a profusion of bloom

rarely seen in the climbing form. The stem

(trunks) must always be kept staked, and a

thorough job not only done, but maintained

indefinitely. As the trees become large it oc-

casionally happens that the revolving shoots

will turn back into the head. This may not be

noticed until after the leaves fall, but at that

time such ingrowing shoots should be entirely

removed. To answer a question that might

come up, it can be added that if the trunk is

five feet tall when planted it will always stay

five feet tall, no matter how big the head or

how thick the trunk gets.

The gardener is often saddened by the fail-

ure of wisteria to bloom, and he wants to know
why. There are several possible reasons. First,

it may be a seedling. It’s a crime to sell them

and “there ought to be a law,” but alas, it has

been done. Then it should be realized that the

Chinese species, sinensis and venusta, are

naturally very precocious and will usually

bloom the first year after grafting, even when
transplanted, while the Japanese species (W

.

jloribunda) and its varieties rarely are in

that much of a hurry and flowers can hardly

(Continued on Page 31)
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Holly Value Throughout the Year
H. J. Hohman*

HOW strange that holly, so popular dur-

ing the Christmas season, is so soon

forgotten after that bright season is past! It

is then as important as the Christmas tree or

the traditional turkey, yet if rightly used may
bring interest and beauty to the garden

throughout the entire year.

Holly can be an important component of

the landscape. With its masses of dense green

throughout the year, the garden is never with-

out life, particularly in the winter. Other trees

and shrubs have shed their leaves, the skies

look cold and gray, yet the holly offers cheer-

fulness that is unsurpassed. Beauty is the word

most fitting to describe a massive holly

adorned with bright, red berries, and cheerful

would be the description at all times. The

foam of creamy-white flowers in late spring is

never forgotten, the coolness of its shade on

a hot day in summer most welcome. Fall brings

color to the fruit and soon the Christmas

spirit and the holly are thought of in close

association. When snow begins to fall and tree

limbs and shrubs are laden with white, there

is a singular animation created which only the

loveliness of the holly tree could create. Snow-

covered holly trees are a sight to behold!

Whether the holly is planted as a single

specimen tree on the lawn, or planted in groups

to develop charm in the landscape, it is one of

the finest trees that can be planted.

Only a few of the hollies remain small when

fully matured and it is well to give them ample

room in which to grow. Some of them can be

used in foundation planting, though clipping

may be necessary to keep them within bounds.

Usually the lower growing Ilex crenata and its

various forms, all of which have black berries,

are most suitable, yet there are a number of

the red-berried hollies which can be used and

clipping may be more severe. (These clippings

prove useful at Christmas time.)

* Mr. H. J. Hohman, owner of the Kingsville
Nurseries, Kingsville, Maryland, has written for
many similar publications. The Spring 1949 issue
of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden Record, “Plants
and Gardens,” carries an article by Mr. Hohman
on Culture of Rhododendrons and Azaleas.

Hedges of hollies are beautiful and most all

of them can be used for this purpose. When
high hedges are desired, any of the red-fruiting

types can be used, while if the hedge is de-

sired in a low form the black-fruiting hollies

are perfect. These facts make the holly one

of the most practical of all plants offered in

horticulture.

Throughout the Northwest coastal area,

where winters are mild, Ilex Aquifolium and

its varieties thrive and develop in a manner

which we, here in the east, envy. English

holly, as the Ilex Aquifolium is commonly

known, has handsome, deep, dark green leaves

and bright, red fruit, while many of its varie-

ties are noted for the color variation of their

leaves and for both smallness and largeness of

leaves. Even the fruit will vary in size, and

some have leaves that are almost without

spines. A collection of various English hollies

makes a marvelous display.

To describe each known holly would require

writing a book, therefore, I shall mention only

some of each of the named varieties, and the

species.

Ilex Aquifolium var. angustifolia (English),

has small, narrow, green leaves marked with

large weak spines set on portions of the margin.

Ilex Aquifolium var. Hodginsii (English).

The leaves are dark green, roundish, ovate,

inches long to 3% inches long, having bold

marginal spines. This holly is distinct because

of its extremely large leaves and prominent

spines.

Ilex Aquifolium var. camelliaefolia (Eng-

lish), a beautiful holly with large leaves, dark

olive green, rarely spined. Leaves color a hand-

some bronze-green in winter, and the bright

red fruit is very large.

Ilex Aquifolium var. aurea-marginata (Eng-

lish). Leaves dark green with gray-green mot-

tlings and the golden edge moderately narrow

and unequal. Often called the Golden Leaf

Holly.

Ilex Aquifolium var. argentea - marginata

(English). Quite similar to the preceding, ex-
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cept the leaves are margined silver. Often

called the Silver Leaf Holly.

Ilex Aquijolium var. jerox (English). The

leaves are quite different, the surface, which

is more or less convex, being furnished with

stiff, erect bristles, and is commonly called

“Hedgehog Holly.” There are forms with sil-

ver and yellow leaves.

The preceding are just a few of the many
English hollies and were mentioned because

of the vast differences that can be found

among Ilex Aquijolium. Descriptions are brief

and give only a hint of the interest found

among these hollies.

Asiatic hollies deserve much recommenda-

tion and much praise. Those that are with

spines must be worked around with care be-

cause the spines are extremely prickly. Some

are completely without spines, yet are very

interesting. Those mentioned, as follows, are

well worthwhile:

Ilex cornuta, the Chinese Horned Holly, is a

bushy-headed tree with thick, leathery, glossy

leaves, extremely prickly, with large, red ber-

ries. This holly is generally planted in an open

area where it is possible to work free from its

“horned leaves,” which can cause a bit of irri-

tation. It is used at the entrance door in

Williamsburg, Virginia, planted in large tubs

and is constantly clipped in very formal shape,

which is effective.

Ilex cornuta var. Burjordi, Chinese Smooth-

leaf Holly, is a form of the preceding though

quite different with its spineless leaves which

are narrower, and a fine, glossy dark green.

The bright red berries are very prolific. This

holly is perfect for hedges because it responds

so readily to hard shearing. Grown in the

open it will develop as wide as it does high and

makes a glorious sight when filled with red

fruit.

Ilex Pernyi is one of the handsomest and

most useful of the Chinese hollies. An inter-

esting small tree, pyramidal in habit, it will

mature sometimes up to 30 feet high. The

leather-like, tough, very spiny leaves are shiny

dark green, 1 to 1 inches long, with re-

curved margins. The top of the leaf is a deep

green, while the undersurface is quite a pale

shade. The fruit is bright red, borne in the

leaf axils, rarely stalked, is quite a show. This

is one of the loveliest among hollies.

Ilex latijolia, Tarajo of the Japanese, or the

Magnolia-leaved Holly, very handsome and

unusual among hollies with its large leaves,

sometimes 8 to 10 inches long and inches

wide. Wilson stated that it grows up to 60 feet

high in Japan where it is native to the warmer

section of that country. Here, in the east, it

can be grown successfully as far north as

Baltimore, Maryland, and with some care and

protection there is a possibility of growing it

a little farther north. It is certainly a hand-

some holly.

Ilex pedunculosa is a native of China and

Japan, and is quite different among evergreen

hollies. The leaves are a paler green without

spines, and red solitary fruits terminating on

long, slender stalks, reminding one of small

red cherries hanging on a tree. This holly

grows very fast and once established is quite

hardy.

Ilex crenata and its various forms, black-

fruiting hollies, usually low to medium height,

leaves small, J4 inch wide and J^-^4 inch

long. Some are almost perfectly round while

others, with tiny leaves, are sharp-pointed.

These are very useful as foundation plants,

hedges or even as specimens.

Ilex crenata convexa is one of the best and

well worth bringing to attention. The extreme-

ly dark, green leaves are boxleaf-like with con-

vex form, and the berries are jet black. It is

very dense, the branches are quite twiggy, and

can be grown as a low-formed plant or to its

full size as a specimen, up to 6 or 8 feet high

and nearly as wide. It is one of the most use-

ful in landscape work.

Ilex crenata Helleri is a charming, almost

prostrate form, rarely more than 18 inches

high, with a spread of 3 - 4 feet. Its twiggy

growth forms a perfectly solid mound and is

very useful in foundation planting, rock gar-

dens and wherever a low, broad form of its

kind is needed. It is very hardy and should

grow perfectly fairly far north.

Many other fine species and forms of the

evergreen hollies would be worth mention-
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mg, but, as stated, it would require too much
space to even give them a slight description.

One of the very finest among evergreen

hollies and especially adaptable along the

entire eastern coastal area, also extending to a

number of states west of the Appalachian

Mountains, is Ilex opaca, “The American

Holly.”

Ilex opaca is majestic, possessing qualities

of character and durability. Old specimen trees

of massive size can be found in perfect condi-

tion after having lived upward of 100 years.

In the Chesapeake Bay area, the American

holly grows wild and can be found in great,

dense thickets. It is a common thing to find

them growing over many acres, and in such

quantities the effect is that nothing else is

growing among them. There was a time when

vandals roamed the holly areas just before

Christmas and did terrible destruction to these

handsome trees. There now are state laws

forbidding this destruction, and once again

these lovely trees are worth seeing. A tree to

45-50 feet high, usually pyramidal in habit,

has leaves a fine dark green, mostly completely

spined. The leaves will range from 2-4 inches

long and from 1-2^4 inches wide. There is a

report that there are larger leaves, but I have

not seen them. The berries are usually red,

some being very bright, while others are a

darker red, and yellow-berried and even

orange-berried forms are also among them.

The berries range from very small to fairly

large, even to l/z inch wide. This noble tree

is very hardy and should be planted in every

garden where it is possible to grow hollies.

Many selections have been made from

among the native American hollies and it is

now possible to secure the finest. These have

been named and described and their hardiness

tested. Some selections are definitely suitable

only for mild climates, and these should not

be expected to give good results where winters

are severe. The forms generally known to be

the hardiest are those with leaves completely

spined, and it is well to select those that bear

the very bright red berries. There are a num-

ber of fine selections among the American

hollies that have leaves with only few or no

spines, and these are excellent in mild areas

but are usually not perfectly hardy very far

north. It is difficult to select a tree that will

surpass the beauty of the American holly.

Ilex vomitoria, the Yaupon holly, is an ex-

cellent holly in mild areas but cannot with-

stand the severity of northern winters. Its fast-

growing habit and development make it a

perfect plant for use as a hedge. The leaves are

moderately small and roundish. The berries

are bright red and small. Here the leaves take

a bronze-green during winter.

Ilex Cassine, the Dahoon holly, is also for

mild climates. The leaves are very small and

pointed, on very twiggy growth. The berries

are red and quite small. It is splendid, and

responds readily to clipping.

Not all hollies are evergreen, and among the

deciduous forms there are a number which are

beautiful and most useful. They are generally

used in tall shrub borders because they develop

up to 15 feet high and wide. The red berries,

well displayed on arching branches, are mostly

retained long after the leaves have dropped,

and sometimes remain until mid-winter.

Ilex decidua, Ilex laevigata, Ilex verticillata

and Ilex collina are American natives, while

Ilex Sieboldii (serrata

)

is a native of Japan.

Ilex glabra, another native to many states in

the east, is well known as “The Inkberry

Holly,” because of its black fruit. This holly

is generally considered deciduous, yet it will

retain many of its shiny dark green leaves all

winter. The leaves are small, usually inch

wide and about 1 inch long. The growth is

branchy. A very useful holly.

Hollies are generally dioecious, staminate

and pistillate flowers on separate plants.

(Staminate is male, pistillate is female.)

Therefore, it is necessary to have pistillate

plants in order to have fruiting or berry bear-

ing hollies. It is also essential that a staminate

holly of the same species be planted some-

where near enough so that bees can carry

pollen from the male flowers and pollinate the

female flowers. Only one male or staminate

holly tree is necessary for the pollination of

many pistillate hollies of the same species.

(Continued on Page 35)
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Shrub Roses, New and Old
G. S. Thomas*

MANY genera of plants, well known to

the gardening public through special-

ized strains, are often derived from one or two

species. This is not surprising since the ma-

jority of such strains are obviously of greater

garden value than the species from which they

have been derived. In the genus Rosa it is,

however, not so understandable, as many of

the species and less specialized hybrids have

as much garden value as the popular strains

of today.

The species, first hybrids, and close forms

make an imposing group with high qualities

of flower, fruit, scent, and beauty of poise and

foliage in the best of them.

Our collection includes such really good

things as the following:

canina Andersonii, a vivid pink “Dog Rose.”

cantabrigiensis (R. Hugonis x sericea

)

out-

rivals Hugonis.

Dupontii, (moschata x gallica).

Ecae, small flowers of brilliant golden yellow.

Eglanteria (rubiginosa)

,

Sweet Briar.

Fedtschenkoana, white flowers, light grey-

green leaves.

highdownensis (Moyesii seedling), vivid in

flower and fruit.

macrantha, a beautiful hybrid of gallica and

canina, of flesh-pink coloring.

7nacrophylla, probably the largest in size, rose-

red flowers.

Moyesii “Geranium,” a dazzling scarlet-red

form, showy in flower and fruit.

multijlora x chinensis, the botanical type of

the “polyantha” rose, and a fine large

sprawling shrub for banks; very fragrant.

omeiensis “Hidcote Gold.”

Paulii and var. rosea (armnsis x rugosa), a

sprawler, of sparkling beauty in the pink

form.

pomijera duplex; the grey-green and fresh

pink create a lovely picture.

* Mr. G. S. Thomas, manager of the T. Hilling
& Company nursery in Surrey, England, is an
enthusiastic collector of old roses and a con-
noisseur of good plants as well as a skillful artist.

rugosa, a high-light in horticulture in such

forms as alba, “Frau Dagmar Hartopp,”

“Roseraie de l'Hay,” “Blanc double de

Coubert.”

rugosa “Schneezwerg” (rugosa x bracteata),

remarkable pointer for future hybridizing.

Wardii culta, white with red “eye.”

xanthina spontanea, a single flowered, yellow

species. (R. xanthina itself is the double

form, introduced to cultivation before this

single type).

The above may be considered as well-tried

splendid shrubs for any garden that can grant

them the 8 feet square or so of space that they

require. More admirable plants for public

parks and roadside planting I cannot visual-

ize. They are trouble-free and require only an

occasional removal of old, spent wood.

Among the smaller species, the rare R.

Hardii, R. stellata, and its var. mirifica are

grown, with that strange bright hybrid, R.

Wadei (rugosa x Moyesii).

Besides the above, and a big collection of

modern roses, we also have a collection of per-

petual flowering shrub roses. The rugosa

hybrids fall readily into this class; the more

typical kinds are classed with the species, but

others come into our second category. Fruits

are not of such importance with these roses,

since blooms are produced from June until

October. The rugosas and chinas are donors

of the perpetual flowering habit and such

roses can, and I am sure will, play a big part

in rose history yet to be written.

A rose is very near to the Englishman's

heart, and anything that can give color and

true rose fragrance, coupled with a continuous

display on a sturdy, well-furnished bush, can

enter widely into the gardening of today, lim-

ited though it be by labor costs. Some of our

best roses in this category follow:

“Cecile Brunner.” One of the earliest

“polyanthas” ever raised. We have three

forms, one a dwarf shrub up to 3 feet; another,

a true climber, up to 30 feet or so, and the

most valuable of all, an amazing plant of 6
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feet, throwing sheaves of blossoms on yearly

growths from the base. It is presumably a

sport, like the climber, from the original. The

blooms of all rival the perfect beauty of the

neatest “Fairy Roses,” being miniatures in

true “Ophelia” charm and shape.

“Fellemburg,” a Bourbon China of dark

pink.

Hybrid Musks such as “Cornelia,” “Fe-

licia,” “Penelope,” “Vanity,” “Wilhelm.” (We
also have a vivid cherry scarlet sport from

“Wilhelm.”)

Moyesii “Nevada” (Moyesii x “La Gir-

alda”). A fine shrub up to 7 feet, with 5-inch

single cream flowers.

Noisette “Alister Stella Gray,” excellent as

a shrub or climber.

rugosa “Pink Grootendorst.”

“Mrs. Anthony Waterer”

“Sarah Van Fleet”

“Agnes” (rugosa x “Persian Yellow”)

Gem-like brilliance of R. Paulii rosea, a fine

sprawler for banks. Clearest pink, golden stamens
surrounded by white zone.

—PHOTO BY G. s. THOMAS

spinosissima “Fruhlingsmorgen”

“Fruhlingszauber”

“Fruhlingsgold”

(The above three magnificent new hybrids

have not yet been fully tested in regard to

their period of flowering, but “Fruhlingsgold”

does produce a second crop in September. I

am tempted to regard it as the most lovely of

all single roses in its soft peach and cream

with dark stamens.)

“Karl Foerster” (no scent)

“Stanwell Perpetual”

of spinosissima origin

Many others spring to mind but perhaps the

above will stand the test of time more than

most—some are already ancient.

Now it is one thing to collect true stock of

well-defined roses such as those in the above

two lists, but in addition to these kinds I have

been gathering together old-fashioned roses

from every source with which I have come in

contact; the welter of confusion and duplica-

tion over names make this an absorbing pur-

suit for anyone who is disposed to give time

to it.

It is only by checking descriptions with lit-

erature of the past that we can be tolerably

certain of the names. However, by dint of

much research our collections of 9 albas, 36

centifolias (including mosses), 7 damasks and

35 gallicas are comprised of distinct and in-

valuable plants, practically all of which I feel

are correctly named.

Colors in these showy, summer-flowering

shrub-roses, growing from 3 to 8 feet in height,

range from white through pink, crimson and

mauve to darkest purple and maroon. It is the

latter tints that appeal so strongly to those

whose tastes are excited by these stalwart heir-

looms of the past. Many questions on the

subject lead me to define an “old” rose as one

which does not bear a trace of China or Tea in

its ancestry. The four groups in the preceding

paragraph arose from four species: R. gallica

(R. rubra), which is the French Rose or Rose

of Provins, united, probably thousands of

years ago, with the Phoenician Rose (R. Phoe-

nicia) to produce the Damask Rose (R. dam-

(Continued on Page 36)
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Music in the Arboretum
Ellsworth D. Lumley*

TO MOST of the people who visit the Se-

attle Arboretum it is an area of beautiful

and exotic plants and flowers. It offers an op-

portunity to see and become acquainted with

strange forms of plant life found in distant

lands. It suggests ideas of home beautification.

To a small but growing number of visitors

the Arboretum is all of the above, plus a great

deal more. To those who have learned to

watch for and listen to the birds, the Arbore-

tum thrills not only the eye but also the ear.

Birds may be enjoyed at all times in this area,

for at all seasons birds are to be seen and

heard.

During the winter months when all but the

evergreen trees are bare, when shrubs look

dead and the ground is soaked with rains, the

bird watchers often hear the melancholy song

of the varied thrush. The song is a single note

repeated over and over, seldom on the same

pitch. It is a song which immediately brings

memories of spring in the mountains, for dur-

ing April and May it is one of the commonest

songs to be heard in the deep forests of the

Cascades. Because of his similarity to the

robin the varied thrush is often called the win-

ter or Alaskan robin.

On bright winter days the soft, melodious

winter song of the song sparrow is usually

heard. Lacking the loud challenging notes of

the spring song, his sweet winter melody car-

ries only a short distance.

The familiar “chickadee-dee-dee” is sung

during the winter as flocks of chickadees

swarm through the trees and shrubs. Tiny

bush-tits travel with the chickadees uttering

their soft lispings. The bush-tits are among

the first birds to nest in the spring. As early

as the middle of February, long before winter

is over, these midgets begin to prepare for

family life and nest building. The nest is a

long, hanging structure all out of proportion

to the size of the birds. It is often mistaken

*Mr. Ellsworth D. Lumley is National Bird
Chairman of the National Council of State Garden
Clubs, Incorporated.

for an oriole’s nest. The birds make little

attempt to hide their nests; many times they

are hung from the branches of trees within a

few feet of a well-beaten path. Seldom do

people recognize what appears to be a clump of

hanging moss as a bush-tit’s nest.

Bird watchers find the north boundary of

the Arboretum an ideal place to watch and

study waterfowl. Hundreds of ducks use this

cat-tail swamp as a winter home. Here the

birds are easily observed as they swim about

the many canals and waterways in the reeds.

As soon as the first signs of spring appear most

of the ducks begin leaving the swamp for their

nesting grounds in the north. By May only a

few ducks remain, chiefly the mallards and

buffleheads.

With the first appearance of spring, when

some of the earliest trees and shrubs burst into

bloom and green leaf-buds begin to appear on

trees and bushes, the first spring birds can be

observed. Flocks of evening grosbeaks attract

attention with their loud chirps. Usually the

flock can be found in a maple tree where they

are busy snipping off the new leaf buds. Their

wings flash the large white patch as they fly

from branch to branch. It is then noted that

the song is not only the loud chirp but also a

soft trill. The chickadees and bush-tits are

now joined by the kinglets. The sweet mu-
sical song of the ruby-crowned kinglet is re-

peated over and over. The golden-crowned

kinglet fails to sing but he is easily seen with

his bright yellow crown as he travels through

the trees in company with the other small

birds. The “phoebe” song of the chickadees is

now given as often as their regular song.

It is a little later in the spring, when the

Arboretum takes on a new cloak of many
bright colors, that bird enthusiasts hike over

the paths early in the morning to avoid the

constant noise of autos swishing by on the

highway. To hear and fully enjoy the many
spring songs it is necessary to get up at early

dawn and be in the field while the city is still

quiet. Before it is light the robin chorus is in
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full song. As the day brightens the symphony
of bird voices tunes up. From the dogwoods,

the maples, the firs, and hemlocks come so

many songs that it becomes more and more

difficult to name each musician. The soft, high

trill of the lutescent warbler is quickly identi-

fied by the few descending notes at the end of

the song. The trill of the junco is more metal-

lic and is held on one pitch. The bird watcher

must listen carefully to distinguish the junco’s

trill from that of the chipping sparrow for the

two songs are very much alike. One of the

most varied and musical songs to be heard is

that of the song sparrow. This song is given

from the low shrubs and bushes. From high

overhead in the trees the Audubon warblers

give their rapidly ascending notes. A purple

finch with a deep red head perches in plain

view on a small fir and repeats his warbling

song over and over. The wheezy notes of the

Townsend warbler come down from the high

branches of a nearby fir while the rapid chirp-

ing song of the yellow warbler comes from a

willow in the lower part of the Arboretum.

Trying to pick out the individual songs

when all are being sung is as difficult and as

fascinating as trying to pick out the notes of

the various instruments of an orchestra during

a symphony.

Quite a number of the birds that are heard

in the Arboretum are soloists. Their songs are

not heard in the early bird chorus, but are

enjoyed later in the day. The Seattle wren

sings just before the sun comes up, long after

many of the birds have been active in song and

in food gathering. His song is quite varied,

usually starting with several loud, sharp notes,

followed by a variety of trills and chirps. The

black-headed grosbeak’s song is so much like

that of the robin that many people fail to

recognize it for what it is. The grosbeak sings

during a good part of the day. The warbling

and solitary vireos are soloists for they sing

after the early morning chorus. At almost any

time of day the western flycatcher utters his

“whee-iest” from the shaded branches of a

large tree. The olive-sided flycatcher does not

hide while singing, but instead mounts the

tallest tree or snag to loudly sing “what—three

cheers.”

The swamp which had provided winter

shelter for waterfowl is the summer home of

the bittern, redwinged-blackbird, and marsh

wren. Just as light slowly replaces the dark-

ness on a spring morning, the peculiar deep

notes of the bittern are heard at the far edge

of the swamp. The raspy voice of the wren

comes from every part of the cat-tail growth

as the males sing their explosive songs, and the

loud “ok-a-lee” of the male redwing is sung

from the top of the cat-tail stalks. While the

swallows do not use the swamp as a home, they

do find it an ideal feeding ground, so many
swallows are observed darting about over the

reeds catching the many insects that breed in

the mud and stagnant water.

A bird that is always looked for in the

spring is the red crossbill. This unique mem-
ber of the sparrow family is a mountain bird

that commonly visits the city in the spring.

Flocks of them are sometimes seen and heard

in the tops of the tall firs where they pry open

the cones with their crossed mandibles. Occa-

sionally the flock will swoop down to the small

stream along the highway where they are

easily observed while drinking and bathing.

As the season advances into summer the

birds gradually cease their singing. The breed-

ing season is over and the birds lack the

energy displayed in the spring. The enthusi-

asm of most bird watchers seems to be in

direct ratio to the activity of the birds, for by

midsummer there are few bird walks being

taken. Bird watching seems to reach a low

ebb.

With the coming of fall interest picks up.

New birds are seen as they stop over on their

southward migration. The swamp takes on

life with the arrival of waterfowl. The Arbo-

retum is again a choice spot to go birding.

Seattle is most fortunate in having an arbo-

retum with such diverse bird habitats. Many
kinds of birds find food and shelter to satisfy

their needs. They are thus encouraged to re-

main in the city where they can gladden the

hearts of all those who will but stop, look, and

listen.
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Hydrangeas in the Eastern States

Joseph S. Merritt*

Hydrangeas grow well without very

much care or attention on the Atlantic

Coast. Their flowering habits vary according

to the climatic conditions, but they flower

freely within one hundred miles of the shore-

line from Massachusetts to Florida and along

the Gulf Coast.

The weather plays a very important part

in the flowering each season. Zero and below

will not affect it, but the quantity of flowers

will depend upon whether we have a normal

fall season in which the temperature gradually

drops down to cold weather, or whether we
have a sudden cold snap following a warm,

humid season. If really cold weather comes

suddenly, then the buds that have been formed

will be injured and a poor crop will follow

next summer. And even if we have a normal

winter and fall season, down to zero or less,

should we have an early and warm March
breaking out the buds, and then suddenly

have a heavy freeze, the buds again will be in-

jured and flowers ruined. Some varieties will

flower from the ground, or from lateral buds,

but many of the heavier and more recent in-

troductions will not flower.

But let’s rather think about normal outdoor

Hydrangea culture in these parts. Any good

Hydrangea can be planted out of doors after

the danger of frost has passed. If soil is very

heavy, lighten it up by adding coarse sand,

peat, or even pulverized ashes. Also add about

one-fourth part of well-rotted cow manure if

available. Never add very much fertilizer to

the original planting. Make sure the Hydran-

geas are planted well, firm in and leave a small

basin around each plant, then soak well with

water and do not allow to dry out too much
until good growth has started.

Hydrangeas with buds set, when planted

after danger of frost, will flower the first

season, but plants from nursery rows may
have been hurt over winter, though having

* Mr. Joseph S. Merritt, hydrangea specialist,
pursues this interesting occupation at his nursery,
the Maryland Flower Garden, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

plenty of good eyes and rods. This type of

Hydrangea will grow well and should flower

the second season. Many Hydrangeas that are

beautiful in this section are plants that were

purchased at Easter or Mother’s Day and,

after they had lost their flowers, were planted

out alongside the house or in the garden.

Any good garden soil will grow Hydrangeas

well, but a pH of about 5.5 will give the very

best results. If your soil is full of iron, then

blue flowers will result. If you are in a lime-

stone country, then pink will be your bloom.

If color is desired, then an addition of about

a teaspoon of powdered alum, or aluminum

sulphate, about three times a year will produce

blue Hydrangeas, while a like amount of lime

should bring pink flowers. Always make cer-

tain that your soil is damp when either is

applied and that it does not dry out for a

week or so afterwards.

The trimming of Hydrangeas is most im-

portant. Trim only after the flowers have

faded, usually about the middle of July. Then

cut back, leaving about two eyes to a shoot;

in this manner you will have sufficient flowers

and heavier ones than if all eyes along the

flowering shoot were allowed to remain. They
must be topped no later than the time men-

tioned in order to allow for the buds to set

before freezing weather sets in. If plants are

injured by freezing, then in the spring just

cut out the dead part of the shoots as far down

as they have been injured.

Hydrangeas can be mulched in the fall, by

using some well-rotted cow manure; a good

commercial fertilizer that is commonly used

in gardens might help a little in the spring,

but make sure that it is also watered in well.

As to the best varieties to plant. As we have

stated above, all varieties are planted out that

are flowered for Easter and Mother's Day.

Some will do better than others, but all will

flower well, providing the winter season is just

right. We like varieties “Gertrude Glahn,”

“Merritt’s Beauty,” “Merveille” and “Straf-

(Continued on Page 34)
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City of Rowers Show
Mrs. Floyd G. Raines*

“And when your back stops aching

And your hands begin to harden,

You will find yourself a partner

In the Glory of the Garden;

And the Glory of the Garden,

It shall never pass away!”

Rudyard Kipling

The Glory of the Garden, It shall never

pass away! No truer words were ever spoken

than those of the immortal Kipling. At least,

that seemed to be the unanimous opinion of

the thousands of enthusiastic gardeners and

flower-lovers who packed the Civic Audito-

rium recently to view and admire the many
lavish displays.

Sponsored by the Snoqualmie District of

Garden Clubs, and originally scheduled for

May first to fourth, the show was held over

for an extra day, by popular request, to ac-

commodate the many who were unable to at-

tend the first four days of the showing. The
floral splendors of the City of Flowers Festival

flower show was truly Seattle’s greatest show

of its kind.

Visitors were enthralled by this most spec-

tacular display and enthusiastically expressed

their pleasure and gratification. The great

display of interest evidenced is “proof posi-

tive
v

of the ever-growing flower enthusiasm

in Seattle and our many cities and towns

throughout our Evergreen State.

As the visitors entered the Auditorium they

were at once greeted by a breath-taking sight,

that of the combined displays of the Gardens

of the Nurserymen and the Garden Clubs.

Truly a sight to behold! As they strolled

along in the veritable fairyland of beautiful

flowers, cleverly displayed with such settings

as miniature pools, inviting benches under

trees, tea tables, even complete with bird

houses, they had only to close their eyes and

visualize similar settings in their own “dream

homes.”

* Airs. Floyd G. Raines, member of the Arbo-
retum Foundation’s Board of Directors, is to be
congratulated for her outstanding work as Arbo-
retum Show Chairman of the City of Flowers
Show.

As you opened your eyes again from this

dream-like vision and proceeded, your next

scene was the beautiful display by the Uni-

versity of Washington Arboretum, staged by
Mr. Brian Mulligan and Mr. Robert Hansen,

director and assistant director of the Arbo-

retum. A beautiful sight! In the foreground

were Azaleas ranging from white to deep

pink, then the splendor of the Rhododendrons

in all their glorious colors, flanked by flower-

ing trees and native Hemlocks. To complete

this spectacular display, the towering heights

of our own Mount Rainier formed the back-

ground.

After strolling through the many displays,

too numerous to mention in one volume and

too beautiful for a layman’s vocabulary to

describe, the visitors were ushered to the lower

floor of the Auditorium. Here they were

treated to brilliant displays of gardens, flower

arrangements, table settings, and a great

variety of horticultural specimens.

As chairman of the Arboretum committee,

I would like to take this opportunity of ex-

pressing the sincere appreciation of myself and

fellow-workers to all who contributed their

untiring efforts so freely to make the show

such an outstanding success. It was a great

pleasure to work with Mrs. Orrin Hale, Show

Chairman of the Snoqualmie District of Gar-

den Clubs, and to have a part in the show. I

also want to thank Mrs. Kenneth Mead, Host-

ess Chairman of the Arboretum Display, and

all those who worked with her so faithfully.

Though the show is just a recent memory,

plans are already being formulated in many
visionary minds to make the next display

even bigger and better—so that we, in our

great state, shall do our part to see that “The

Glory of the Garden, It shall never pass

away.” . . .

i i i

If you have no further use for this bulletin,

pass it on to a friend or return it to the

Ahboretum Foundation office. Return postage

guaranteed.
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Notes and Comments
Mrs. Kenneth L. Mead, chairman of Arbo-

retum Hostesses at the City of Flowers Fes-

tival Flower Show, wishes to extend thanks to

all those who served in this capacity during

the show.

Among those who served were: Mesdames

Carl M. Ballard, Roy L. Maryatt, Herbert

Coe, Harry Coe, W. A. Fisher, James W.
Wylie, Arthur J. Krauss, Brian O. Mulligan,

Charles Harris, J. Swift Baker, Frederick A.

Bunge, Floyd G. Raines, A. H. Nichols, C. J.

Hamilton, J. W. Bridges, C. E. Ratcliffe, W.
C. Pope, O. N. Cronquist, Clarence H. Curtis,

C. F. Hill, Neil McNeill, A. G. Magnuson,

Roy Muller, Edward Sargent, Iver Olsen, A. J.

Preston, Stanley Roberts, G. E. Steelman,

Clifton Singletary, Royal Drummond, Patrick

Brennan and Mrs. Elizabeth Stone, Mrs. Edna

M. Judd, Mrs. Mary Flanders, Miss Annie

McFee and Miss Gene Webb.

f i i

An interesting item in the Annual Report of

the Santa Barbara Botanic Gardens states that

gifts amounting to $18,050 for special proj-

ects during 1948 were received in addition to

annual memberships. The membership roll

lists about one-third the number of member-

ships now on the roster of the Arboretum

Foundation. i i i

The annual Plant Sale of the Arboretum

Units, given this year to raise funds for re-

modeling of a building on the Arboretum

grounds to be used for Unit meetings, Garden

Club groups and all organizational groups,

netted $1,005.21. In addition the Gene

O’Brien Arboretum Unit has donated $20.00,

and the Mary E. Williams Unit $25.00,

toward this fund.

i i i

The gate receipts from the Camellia Show
given bv the Amateur Gardeners permitted a

donation to the Seattle Art Museum of one

thousand dollars.

i i i

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Prentice (Mr. Pren-

tice is a member of The Bulletin Editorial

Board) were recently elected Life Members in

the Oregon Camellia Society.
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Book Reviews

Golden Gate—The Park of a Thousand Vistas,
by Katherine Wilson. Published by Caxton,
Caldwell, Idaho; 143 pages with 16 illustrations
by the author. $3.50.

THIS book should appeal to a great many peo-
ple, to those interested in gardening and

plant material, and to those who want to know
more of San Francisco’s early history. The
author, in her cosy, easy style, has given a very
clear picture of a frontier San Francisco just
realizing it is growing up and must prepare for
the needs of a future population.
The struggle to turn sand dunes and ocean

beach into the park of today is told as prospect
by prospect is developed.
The author has illustrated her book with 16

charming pencil drawings which do much to
visualize for the reader the subtle charm which
has been attained in Golden Gate Park. All in
all, this book is well worth reading.

i i i

Review of A Handbook of Coniferae by W.
Dallimore and A. B. Jackson (third edition),
1948. London, Edward Arnold & Co., 682 pages,
illustrated. $10.50.

THE most recent edition of this monumental
work is one that will be welcomed by all

serious students of dendrology. Although writ-
ten primarily from the English point of view
and arranged principally for use in Great Brit-
ain, it will serve those of us who reside in the
Pacific Northwest equally well. It also affords
an insight into the relationships between native
species of this region and those conifers which
are indigenous to other parts of the world. Quite
a number of the latter species have been intro-
duced into the University of Washington Arbo-
retum and the Seattle city parks.
Nomenclature has been adopted from the Kew

Gardens Hand-list of Coniferae. Descriptions are
complete and written in language understand-
able by the average interested person. This,

together with carefully prepared keys and many
fine illustrations—both sketches and photo-
graphs—makes this volume a very useful and
usable one.

Unfortunately, details relative to the recently

discovered Metasequoia were available too late

for inclusion in this revision.

C. Frank Brockman
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Pruning Is Simple, by John and Carol Grant.
Frank McCaffrey Publishers, Seattle, Washing-
ton; $2.50.

FROM the Dogwood Press, Seattle, comes one
of those rare books which combines the

finest artistry in printing and design with a writ-

ing talent and pleasing style such as that con-
tributed by John and Carol Grant.
The title. Pruning Is Simple, is truly indica-

tive of the contents and as you follow the fas-

cinating drawings which illustrate the text you
are constantly intrigued to know how really

simple this subject can be made and yet retain

a scientific accuracy.
It deals primarily with ornamental trees and

shrubs and the chapters are in chronological

order, beginning with Early Spring, followed by
Late Spring, Early Summer, Mid-Summer and

Thirty

Late Summer. Under each period is listed the
plants which should be pruned at that time, and
since “overgrowing” is probably one of the
worst faults of a mature garden this volume will
be heartily welcomed in many homes.
As one partial to naturalistic gardens, with a

violent dislike for clipped evergreens, the pages
devoted to the handling of such trees and shrubs
was especially interesting. Many lovely old gar-
dens are “plagued” with some of these antique
symbols of a past generation and if you share
a dislike for them you may now remedy the
situation without the loss of these old plants.
But such cases are exceptions. To the great

majority of readers it is the every-day practical

advice on the plants most used in our gardens
that makes this little volume so helpful.

—Herbert G. Ihrig
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The Rhododendron Yearbook, 1948, Number
III. Published by the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, London, England; $1.75.

RHODODENDRON growers of the Pacific

Northwest always look forward to this

annual publication not only because it brings us
up to date on the principal developments of the
year but more especially because of a similarity

of climate which enables us to apply the British
experience to our own gardens.

This 1948 edition measures up to the high
standard already established by the two preced-
ing volumes.
The first two chapters take us through the

private estates of Tower Court and Rowallane;
the third, through the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety’s Trial Gardens at Wisley.
To those of us who feel blessed with a good-

sized lot, or at best a few acres, these vast estates

seem more like duchies than gardens but they
are enchanted duchies and in them we can
glimpse patterns and arrangements of color,

types and habits of growth which are often
applicable even to the smallest garden. Whether
you are interested in the finer hybrids or the
natural beauty of species, here are examples of

each at its best. The illustrations from these
gardens are among the best so far published,
and when you see a picture of a man dwarfed
beside a huge R. Falconeri you may dream of

the day when your plants reach such a size, or

perhaps worry about what you are going to do
with the rest of the garden when they really

“grow up.”
It is to these and other private gardens that we

are indebted for many of our finest hybrids. The
Wisley chapter lists the origin of many familiar

ones and you cannot but feel a deep sense of

admiration and respect for the part such gar-

deners have played in our horticultural develop-

ment. It is also to such gardens that the ad-

mirers of the species rhododendrons must go to

see the finest specimens, many of them fifty to

seventy-five years of age.

The Breeding of Pedigree Rhododendrons by
F. C. Puddle, V.M.H., is a splendid discussion of

some of the fundamentals of creating fine hy-
brids and very helpful to those who wish to

participate in this fascinating work.
For the collector and the botanist there is

a chapter on a new rhododendron from China,



R. Aberconwayi, and a comprehensive study of

the Boothii Glaucum, Lepidotum alliance by Dr.

J. MacQueen Cowan and H. H. Davidian, B.Sc.

This is the second article by these scientists

which to the layman seems to foretell the com-
plete revision of the various series.

Rhododendrons at “Eastwoodhill,” Gisborne,

New Zealand, by W. Douglas Cook, gives us an-

other look “down under” and Hiroshi Hara’s

treatise of the background of rhododendrons in

Japan takes us back through the years to 1645,

said to be the date when cultivation of R. obtu-

sum began.

The report of the 1948 show and the awards of

the year round out this little volume which all

rhododendron growers will cherish.

—Herbert G. Ihrig
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Liberty Hyde Bailey, by Andrew D. Rodgers
III; Princeton University Press, 1949.

THE publication of a volume concerning the

life and work of L. H. Bailey could not help

but contribute to a history of the development
of contemporary plant science. Dr. Bailey is

well known for his many contributions to nature
lore, horticulture, and taxonomy. Since he is

still active in study, travel, and experiment, the

review of the past 91 years of his life is a timely
contribution.
With many extracts from letters, books, and

speeches and numerous quotations from col-

leagues the book seems to present a chronicle

of Bailey’s life. The development of a young
naturalist in Michigan leads to his entrance
into Michigan State Agricultural College. A
short career as a journalist is followed by a po-
sition with Asa Gray at Harvard. As professor
of horticulture at Michigan, the emphasis of

laboratory experience and practical field experi-
ments were introduced. A “new horticulture”
was a “science” rather than an “art.” The con-
tinuing effort to solve the problem of a system
of horticultural plant names was begun in these
early years of his career. As professor and
dean at Cornell, many contributions to edu-
cation, agriculture, country life and taxonomy
were made. The Cyclopedia and dozens of lesser
known works were published. Scientific treat-

ises, gardening manuals, poetry and philosophy
are among the contributions.

The development of agricultural colleges and
experiment stations with the challenges of new
methods, materials and equipment is intimately
connected with the training and activity of the
man who is ranked as the “Dean of American
Horticulture.” Experimentation, selection and
breeding techniques, pathology, disease and in-

sect control, plant physiology, genetics, cytology
and evolution became the “modern botany” dur-
ing his lifetime. The nature of soils, the im-
portance of conservation, the establishment of
extension services, and the development of for-
estry colleges form a part of the biography of

L. H. Bailey.

EDWIN W. GROHS & ASSOCIATES

Landscape Architects • Engineers

1322 EAST PINE, SEATTLE 22 PRospect 1200

Member, Washington Society of Landscape Architects

No book could convey the charm and vigor

of the personality of L. H. Bailey. Unfortunately,

the style of this book is much more dull than
the contents it purports to review. It is a record

in “file-card style” of a wide collection of inter-

esting events and people concerned with the

development of horticultural science.

H. W. Blaser
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Wisterias

(Continued from. Page 19)

be expected before the third year. The only

other point that needs to be discussed in this

connection is that it is unreasonable to expect

a plant to make heavy growth and simulta-

neously to bloom freely. So if the vine is

planned to cover a large area it is best to for-

get about flowers for a while. Fertilize heavily,

water freely and get all the needed growth as

rapidly as possible. Then “reverse gears”—no

fertilizer, minimum watering, and even may-

be a little root pruning, all to slow down the

growth. This procedure should soon result in

bloom. Later the vines can be fertilized light-

ly in autumn to increase size of clusters the

following spring.

It is interesting to note that Chinese wis-

teria can be depended upon to bloom freely,

even in fairly dense shade, which is not the

case with the Japanese, excepting possibly

Royal Purple.

The question of foliage behavior may come

up. The Chinese forms bloom entirely before

the leaves appear, the Silky almost the same,

while the Japanese usually show leaves when

they start blooming and may be pretty well

leafed-out when flowering season is over. In

autumn the Japanese drops leaves first, the

Chinese next and Silky last.

Greenhouses

and

Greenhouse

Equipment

L. N. ROBERSON COMPANY
1539 East 103rd Street

Seattle 55, Washington
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The New York Botanical Garden
(Continued from Page 7)

purpose of establishing and maintaining a

botanical garden and museum and arboretum

. . . for the collection and culture of plants,

flowers, shrubs, and trees, the advancement

of botanical science and knowledge and the

prosecution of original researches therein and

in kindred subjects, for affording instruction

in the same, for the prosecution and exhibition

of ornamental and decorative horticulture and

gardening, and for the entertainment, recrea-

tion, and instruction of the people.”

Planting and building were begun before the

end of the century on grounds in Bronx Park

contributed by the City of New York. Mean-

while a scientific staff had been appointed,

with N. L. Britton at its head, and intensive

activity was started. By 1900 the Conserva-

tory, then hailed as the largest in the world,

was opened and the Museum Building was oc-

cupied by the administrative and scientific

staff.

PREVENT ROT
WITH

CUPROLIGNUM
Rot is expensive and
inconvenient when
it rots your

COLD FRAMES GARDEN STAKES
SEED FLATS TRELLISES

WINDOW HOT HOUSE
BOXES BENCHES

Where there is CUPROLIGNUM
there is NO ROT

Sold by Most Lumber Yards and

Hardware Dealers

Sole Manufacturers

Rndd Paint & Varnish Co.
SEATTLE

Sole Distributors RUDD & CUMMINGS

1608 15th Ave. W. SEATTLE, WASH.

Today, the New York Botanical Garden

is looking forward to a splendid new museum
and administration building to replace the

one it has outgrown, and numerous improve-

ments throughout the grounds. Part of the

money for these and other developments has

been provided. A special public relations office,

which for the past four years has been operat-

ing under the direction of the Garden’s Pres-

ident, Joseph R. Swan, is engaged in a cam-

paign for memberships and gifts which will

help the projects now on paper to become

realities. The new tractor train is but one ex-

pression of the resultant increased public in-

terest in the New York Botanical Garden.
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Old Fashioned Roses
(Continued from Page 11)

camel-loads were supposed to have been re-

quired.

This species has not added many varieties

to our gardens, there being only a few avail-

able today. Among the best are: Damas offi-

cinalis, the original Rose of Damascus, which

bears intensely fragrant double rose-pink

flowers; Mme. Hardy, with cup-shaped blooms

of pure white; Roi des Pays-Bas, whose large

double flowers are of vivid pink; and the

extremely rare York and Lancaster, named in

commemoration of the War of the Roses. The

flowers of the true type are double, somewhat

flat, of irregular outline, and versicolored. Pale

pink, red, and rarely white, with often a single

petal of a contrasting color inserted, they

present a mottled effect as striking as it is

peculiar.

French Lilacs - - Herbaceous Peonies

You should try these modern beauties.

New varieties and colors from which to

choose.

Catalogue on Request

*7<4e JdeiCflttanA.

(Specializing in Lilacs and Peonies)

Route 2, Box 2471 Edmonds, Washington
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"AZALEAS"
Glenn Dale and Gable Hybrids

Asiatics and other Hybrids

"RARE PLANTS"
Including large collections of Asiatic

Maples, Hollies and Lilacs

Catalogued

KINGSVILLE NURSERIES
H. J. Hohman

KINGSVILLE, MARYLAND

“Cedarwood” Fences

GATES • ARCHES • TRELLIS

FLOWER STAKES

SEED FLATS

HOTBED SASH

LEWIS LUMBER CO.

4711 Ballard Ave. SUnset 7440

SEATTLE 7

Only the Best Varieties

APPLE, PEAR, PRUNE, PEACH
and CHERRY

Our Stocks are Complete on

DWARF and ESPALIER FRUIT
TREES

More and More Rose Lovers are

Depending on BUCKLEY Quality

Named and Patented Varieties

Write TODAY for our new free
catalog describing these and
many other items. Place your
order NOIT for delivery at the
best time to plant.

Buckley Nursery Co.
BUCKLEY, WASHINGTON BOX A

Home of the Pacific Gold Peach

Summer Feeding of Trees and Shrubs
(Continued from Page 14)

as acidifying. The one to use will be regulated

by the nutrient content of the soil.

Of the compounds or substances supplying

any of the three main elements, there are

many of different strengths. Generally those

fertilizers which contain only one element

have a higher percentage of that element than

commercial fertilizers and are consequently

cheaper to use because of the smaller amount

needed. An example of this would be 5 per

cent nitrogen in a 5-10-5 complete fertilizer

compared to 20 per cent nitrogen in sulfate

of ammonia. The difference in price per 100

pounds is much less than the proportionate

difference in amounts of fertilizer required.

There is even greater difference if we consider

manure and some of the synthetic nitrogen

substances which vary by as much as 45

per cent.

The same differences are evident in the

other nutrients though not as marked. An-

other consideration, especially with phos-

phorus, is the availability. Bone meal contains

25 per cent phosphorus, but it is very slowly

available to plants. The phosphorus in super-

phosphate or ammophos is a slightly smaller

percentage but it is immediately available.

The amount of fertilizer to apply is one of

the most indefinite parts about feeding plants.

Too little is always better than too much, for

it is easy to put on more if beneficial results

are seen. Plants may easily be retarded or even

killed by too much fertilizer.

A rough estimate of the quantity to use

might be:

1 pound per 80 square feet.

5-10-5 complete fertilizer

16 per cent superphosphate

1 pound per 200 square feet
10-20-10 complete fertilizer

urea
cyanimide
nitrate of soda
sulfate of ammonia

1 pound per 1 inch diameter of tree
sulfate of ammonia—broadcast

( V2 this amount if injection method
is used)

5-10-5 complete fertilizer

As can be seen above, the method of appli-

cation will also control the amount of fertilizer

to use in all cases.
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Fertilizers applied broadcast to feed shrubs

or trees in lawn areas should be doubled in

amount because of the amount which will be

used by grass before it gets down to the root

zone of trees or shrubs.

Application by injection will place the fer-

tilizer at the proper depth and require a mini-

mum amount. There are three common meth-

ods of doing this successfully. One is to sink

one or two agricultural drainage tile vertically

in the ground with the top flush with the

soil surface at four points around the tree.

This generally is done by digging a slightly

larger hole or a square hole at time of plant-

ing. Fertilizer and water can be supplied

through these tile in an efficient manner and

at a usable depth. A second method of in-

jection is by use of a perforated tube which

is pushed into the ground. Liquid fertilizer

is forced through this under pressure from a

spray machine or dry fertilizer and com-

pressed air may be used. These force the

nutrient out into a larger area in the soil and

in closer immediate contact with more roots

than any other method. The most common

method is to bore or punch holes in the ground

with a soil auger or crowbar. The fertilizers

are placed in the holes and watered in. Either

of the last two methods should be used in a

circle beneath the outer tips of the branches.

The holes should be about one to two feet

apart, one foot deep, and of sufficient number

to give a good distribution of the amount of

fertilizers required.

In any case the fertilizers should be brushed

or washed off all foliage and well watered in

as soon as possible. This will prevent any

possible damage from burning and also will

make the food more readily available to the

plants.

Try a hundred pounds of fertilizer on your

trees and shrubs. The results will generally

have to be seen to be believed.

i i i

Hydrangeas in the Eastern States
(Continued from Page 27)

ford.” “Jean Merritt” and “Bobby Merritt”

are very promising, but have not as yet proven

themselves for outdoor planting. For white,

“Engel’s White” or “Regula” will do best.

100% ORGANIC
PLANT FOOD

A SPECIAL DEHYDRATING and
PULVERIZING PROCESS

NOW MAKES

AVAILABLE WITHOUT ANY
FOREIGN MATTER

NO WEEDS
WILL NOT BURN
Ask Your Dealer for

—Or Call

—

POLSON IMPLEMENT CO., MA. 2891

DELPHINIUM - - Giant Pacific
My Prize Winner at the National

Delphinium Show
(Plant seed in early spring and you

will have flowers this fall.)

Plants and Seed of 15 Varieties

Also: Giant Tuberous Begonias
(Pacific Strain—tubers and seed)

PRIMROSE - POLYANTHUS
(Seed only)

Offerman Delphinium' Gardens
4709 West Stevens Seattle 6, Wash.

WE SPECIALIZE IN . . .

RHODODENDRONS • AZALEAS • CAMELLIAS • ROSES
Full Range of Flowering Shrubs and Trees, Broadleaf Evergreens and Perennials

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE SERVICE

cum pus
5000 25th Ave. N. E.

"VE. 5588 SEATTLE 5
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Holly Value Throughout the Year
(Continued from Page 22)

There is a possibility that a holly may have

both female and male flowers on the same

tree, but it is safest to be in doubt and secure

a definite male tree.

Hollies enjoy sun, though they will tolerate

partial shade. The soil should be loamy, well

drained and cool. Compost of old oak leaves

and well-rotted manure is an excellent refill

when planting hollies and they respond with

marvelous growth when old, rotted cow

manure is fed them during the growing season.

This can be applied on top of the surface as

a mulch.

While it is often stated that hollies trans-

plant best in spring just as the growth buds

are swelling, there is no question but that they

can be safely transplanted also during the fall.

Actually they can be transplanted at most any

time except when new growth is soft. One

requirement is, make certain that all of the

roots are retained, not cut off short in order

to have a smaller ball of earth. Hollies that

have been transplanted several times will have

a mass of fibrous roots, permitting them to be

transplanted with perfect safety.

There are not many insects that attack the

hollies, and scale is about the most bother-

some. It can easily be controlled by applying

miscible oil (garden volck is very satisfac-

tory)
,
and this should be done before the new

young scale begin to move.

Pruning may occasionally be needed and

can be done by cutting back all extra long,

lateral growths. This keeps the tree in perfect

shape, plus forcing a number of new lateral

Primula Juliae Hybrids

Choice Rock Plants

Dwarf Shrubs

Iris

CATALOG ON REQUEST

Carl Starker Gardens
Jennings Lodge, Oregon

branches which go towards the making of a

fine specimen tree, more compact and more

branchy, than when left unpruned. Also, it is

a surer way of having the tree bear more fruit

than when left to grow spindly. Leader growth

can be tipped back in order to keep the tree

well balanced, but it is well to start a new

single leader to keep the tree with only one

main trunk. Though you may sacrifice some

of the flowering wood, it is well to do the

pruning in early spring so that the new

growths will fully develop during the summer.

The following season many more flowers will

appear all over the tree and the reward will be

a glorious sight of fruit in fall and winter.

Care must be used in selecting hollies where

winters are severe. Owing to the fact that all

are not perfectly hardy, it is not possible to

grow the more tender varieties in our more

rigorous climates. It is certain, however, that

the most dependable is the “American Holly,”

Ilex opaca, with leaves completely spined.

Once you have started planting hollies, your

enthusiasm increases until you will want to try

your skill in growing a collection of them.

Layrilz Nurseries, Ltd.

(Established 1890)

VICTORIA, B. C.

We Specialize in

New and Rare Plants

Canadian Grown

RHODODENDRONS—Over 300 va-

rieties Newest English Hybrids and

Species. Most of them Selected

Forms, Award of Merit, or First Class

Certificate.

Azaleas - Magnolias - Etc., Etc.

Write for Catalogue
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Shrub Roses
, New and Old

(Continued from Page 24)

ascena), so called, as it is believed to have been

brought from Damascus. The Damask and

the Dog Rose (R. canina

)

gave rise to the

White Rose (R. alba). The Provence or Cab-

bage Roses (R. centijolia) are the product of

R. gallica and R. moschata (the Musk Rose)

linked again with R. alba. Later, the Moss

Roses (R. centijolia muscosa

)

sprang from the

Provence Roses.

Amongst our special treasures are some en-

tirely new centifolia and gallica roses collected

in the wilds of Persia; centifolia bullata, the

ancient “lettuce-leaved” rose, “Gros Chou

d'Hollande,” and the black-purple moss

“Nuits de Young” (1851); damask “Mme.
Hardy” (1832), probably the most perfect of

all “old” roses, in white and of camellia-like

perfection; gallica “Empress Josephine,”

“Belle de Crecy,” “Variegata di Bologna” and

other striped varieties; “Cardinal de Riche-

lieu” (1840) and “Le Jacobin”; the albas are

princes of quality and include both Great and

Small ’’Maiden’s Blush,” “Celestial” and

“Koenigin von Danemarck.”

A collection of some 60 fresh varieties of old

roses, collected in this country, and some 36

from the U. S. A., is expected to flower this

year and bring some interesting comparisons.

Roses which do not fall readily into the

above several categories are the Bourbons,

perpetual or recurrent, flowering shrubs, in

part the forerunners of the H. P.’s; we have

16 of these including “Boule de Neige,” the

best and apparently the only white, and fa-

mous kinds such as “Mme. Isaac Pereire”

(1880), “Mme. Pierre Oger (1878) and the

striped “Commandant Beaurepaire” (1874)

and its paler counterpart “Honorine de Bra-

bant.” The Chinas, 17 of them, include the

rare “Le Vesuve,” and that most free and

remarkable of shrub roses, chinensis mutabilis,

whose vivid flame buds open to chamois-yel-

low single flowers and deepen in color to cop-

pery pink as they age. The Austrian Briars

include the new climbing Lawrence Johnstone,

and the Noisettes are enhanced by the recent

finding of the lovely old “Desprez.” A collec-

tion of the more worthy H. P.’s, including the

violet purple velvety “Souv. du Dr. Jamin,”

and a few Teas, amongst which is “Souv. d’un

Ami,” and some choice things in climbers of

the sempervirens, gigantea, laevigata and

bracteata classes together with several new

forms and hybrids of old and new species

complete the collection.

These few notes are intended to be only an

appetizer to tempt the reader to try some of

these splendid shrubs, and also to put on

record that our collection may, we hope, form

the nucleus of something greater and historical

in the future. The various strains of roses are

steeped in history and association as well as

botanical interest, and form, when grown to-

gether, a picture of the past and present and

a pointer for the future.

In short, I feel that more should be made

of roses in general; they have all the attributes

of good garden plants and are noted for their

thrifty ways. Any soil appears to suit them,

but naturally the best of cultivation brings out

their best qualities; when seen at their best,

they have, to many of us, irresistible charm.

PRENTICE N ursery <S- Decorating Co.

We specialize in Camellias/ Rhododendrons,

Azaleas and Magnolias

92 5 2 EAST MARGINAL WAY . . . RAinier 0842
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The Arboretum - - Spring
,
1949

(Continued from Page 4)

Arboretum Library by Miss G. Streator of

Seattle, including Piper’s “Flora of Washing-

ton” and Frye and Rigg’s “Northwest Flora.”

Books purchased during the period under re-

view included the seven-volume reprint (1947)

of C. S. Sargent’s massive work, “The Silva

of North America,” the improved third edition

of Dallimore and Jackson’s standard “Hand-

book of Coniferae” (1948), J. F. Royle’s

scarce two volumes, “Illustrations of the Bot-

any of the Himalaya Mountains” (1839),

“Trees of Indiana” by C. C. Deam (1932),

P. M. Synge’s “Flowers in Winter” (1948),

and some other recent practical publications.

Staff

The month of February proved to be one of

the most unfortunate experienced here on ac-

count of illness amongst the staff, which at one

time was reduced to three men working out-

doors. Mr. Hansen returned to part-time

work in mid-March, following his operation in

December, 1948, and to full time on April 1st.

Dr. Naumann was similarly absent for three

weeks during February and March for a minor

operation. One man left at the beginning of

February and was replaced by another pre-

viously temporarily employed. Another former

employee returned to us on June 1st, making

a total of ten on the outdoor staff.

Miscellaneous

The informal weekly radio talks between

Mr. Grant Merrill of the School of Journalism

and Mr. Brian Mulligan have continued

throughout the spring months but will be

A Complete line of Turf

Maintenante Equipment

• Toro Power Mowers
• M-E Rotary Tillers

• Garden Tractors

• Buckner, Thompson &
Economy Sprinkler Systems

ROSS & BEASLEY, INC.
110 Eastlake Ave., Seattle 9

ELiot 6162

suspended in early June for the summer

months.

Over forty Kodachrome slides and twenty

black and white photographs, the work of Mr.

Marten of Campus Studios, have been added

recently to our collections. This work is being

steadily continued as time and material per-

mit. Some of the slides made last year have

been shown or lent to various interested groups

during the past three months.

A new information leaflet has been pre-

pared with a revised map of the Arboretum by

Mr. Hansen showing the principal features and

plantings. This is available to visitors or will

be mailed if requested. A larger, four-color

map is in preparation by Arboretum Unit

No. 39.

The flowering of Japanese Cherries, Rhodo-

dendrons and Azaleas has probably been better

than average this season, and many Seattle

residents as well as visitors have commented

on the displays through April and May. Per-

haps the unusually heavy rainfall last year

was at least partially responsible, but what-

ever the reasons may have been the results of

planning and hard work in past years are now

beginning to appear. It is our great hope that

in each succeeding year there will be more

and more of such displays for everyone to

enjoy.
i i i

A “must” in every garden is the native

Oregon Azalea, Rhododendron occidentalis,

whose fragrant, creamy pink flowers in June

extend their bloom into the summer season.

It is an attractive shrub in all seasonal aspects.

Two excellent hybrids are Irene Roster, red-

dish-pink, and Delicatissima, creamy yellow.

"One of the most complete collec-

tions of Shrubs, Trees and Fruit

Stocks suitable for Northwest

climatic conditions.”

Wedgwood Gardens
(formerly Foster's Gardens)

7744 35th Ave. N. E.

Seattle 5, Wash.
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ARBORETUM NOTEBOOK
This department is published for correspondence and pertinent comments by experi-

enced growers on interesting plants and their culture. We solicit your questions but space
limitation necessitates the publishing of only such answers as we deem of general interest.

PRUNUS TRILOBA, the charming double
“flowering almond” of our grandmothers’

gardens, resents light and acid soils. This is the
reason for so many dead branches after flower-
ing. To avert this malady the shrub should be
pruned severely in summer so new shoots will
form.

Prunus blireiana is a hybrid between P. pis-
sardii and P. mume. It has the purple leaves
of P. pissardii and the bright pink bloom of
P. mume. It generally blooms in March but some
years it is shy and does not bloom freely. This
year I had very few blooms. There was no
bloom this year on P. “Dawn” nor on a double-
flowering peach I have supposed to be “Rose-
mary Clark.” These two trees have never failed
to bloom in the last fifteen years. Could it have
been the cold winter or was this the year it

chose to rest?

Will readers send their experiences to the
Notebook?

—G. T. D.

i -f -f

The charming little species tulip that blooms
in April and is the most dwarf of them all
has been renamed. T. dasystemon is now T.
tarda. It blooms close to the ground in clusters.
It opens wide, a white blossom with a yellow
base.

i i i

Did you ever think of the variety of music
made by the wind moving in the trees? Mary
Webb, in ‘The Spring of Joy”, says, “The wind
fans in the maple, harps in the pine, sighs in
silver birches and rolls like an organ in the
cedar.”

—“S. K.”
i i i

Some varieties of violets have a peculiar and
distinctive fashion of producing seeds. On these
plants the beautiful, fragrant blooms are com-
pletely sterile and do not make seeds. There is

everything about the bloom to attract the bees,
even to the ring of contrasting color to guide
the insect to the nectar cup. The seed-bearing
blooms are, from a standpoint of beauty, com-
pletely insignificant, with no petals, and are
tucked under the leaves of the plant. Do some
flowers have humor as well as intelligence?

i i i

Summer pruning of the flowering cherries
keeps the trees from growing straggly and
within the space allotted to them. If grown
in shade many trees may grow too tall and
thin to be graceful. Cutting back may be ap-
preciated and this appreciation is shown by
greater quantities of bloom. Prunus incisa, the
“Fuji” cherry, has been magnificent this year
in many gardens.

i i i

On all hot days it would be expedient to

inspect all the evergreen shrubs transplanted
last spring. If any show signs of lagging, some

of the branches may be shortened somewhat in
order to diminish the area to which the roots
must supply moisture. Overhead spraying once
or twice each day lessens transpiration.

i i i

A REVALUATION OF SOME SPECIES
RHODODENDRONS

To the grower of species rhododendrons each
year brings new thrills as some plants flower
for the first time and others have to be revalued.
Few rhododendrons are at their best when they
first flower and all invariably improve with age
so I seldom rate a plant until it is old enough
to give a real display of flower.
Among the most impressive of the earlier

species which flowered for me the first time this
year were R. fulgens, R. Hodgsonii, R. diphro-
calyx and R. Morii. They are not new in some
gardens but were for me.

R. fulgens (Campanulatum Series) is reputed
not to flower until of considerable size, but
mine is only eighteen inches high and produced
a beautiful truss of bright scarlet in early
March. For those who like brilliant color in

early spring it is a very desirable plant.

R. Hodgsonii is one of the large leaf species
of the Falconeri Series and is grown for the
foliage rather than flowers, but opened an in-

teresting shade of magenta which slowly faded.

R. diphrocalyx (Barbatum Series) is supposed
to have rosy-crimson flowers and a specimen in

Mr. Carl English Jr.’s garden came true to color.

My own, however, flowered a beautiful shade
of pink with a deep wine throat. The calyx
is so large it is almost “hose-in-hose.” The truss

is large and compact.
R. Morii, another in the Barbatum Series, had

only one flower—a white, flushed with rose and
crimson spots, but very effective.

So many specimens advanced in my revalua-
tion that I can mention only a few. R. pubescens
(Scabrifolium Series) with its beautiful pink
flowers made a wonderful display of color in

April.

R. setosum (Lapponicum Series) does not re-

ceive any rating in the English Handbook but

made a wonderful display of pink in a border
and could well be used in a rock garden where
the color is desired in April.

R. chasmanthum (Triflorum Series), a pale

lavender, almost white, makes a splendid show
and is well worthy of its four-star rating.

R, ravum (Lapponicum Series) is the only
tall Lapponicum I have seen and has leaves

more than double the usual size. It has a defi-

nite place in any collection.

R. Walichii (Campanulatum Series; was re-

planted last year to give it more light and air.

A group of five made a showing far above their

one-star rating.

I could mention many others which have
increased in my appreciation but space will not

permit. As this is being written the Triflorums

are at their best and I cannot overlook them.
I don’t need to revalue them. They are already
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at the top of my list and now give the im-
pression of fleecy clouds drifting across the
garden: blue, lavender, orchid, white with in-

numerable variations. The garden without them
is missing some of the best of the species. Don’t
expect too much of a small plant. It is only
after they reach considerable size that their

real beauty is apparent.
—Herbert Ihrig

i i i

Annual poppies are beautiful in the garden
for about six weeks in early summer. They
need full sunshine and give a showy mass of

blossoms. The variety “Sweet Briar” is an even
shade of rose pink and makes a very beautiful

cut flower if the following method of cutting

is followed. Normally the bud of the poppy
hangs downward. The day before the flower

opens the bud points straight upward. Pick it

then in the early morning or the evening with
a long stem and drop it immediately into deep
water just as it is picked. The stem needs to

be neither pounded nor burned. Within twenty-
four hours these buds will drop their hairy,

green outer coats and will open all crinkled
like rose-colored crepe paper with fluffy yellow
stamens and a beautiful pale green style in

the center. —“B. M.”

i i i

July feeding is often more valuable than
May or June feedings. When using dry com-
mercial fertilizers the soil should always be
well moistened before an application and the
food kept well away from the stems of plants.

The same method should be used when using
liquid manure. Both fertilizers should be well
worked in the soil immediately after applica-

tion.

conditions but it does like a sunny situation.

If the plants are removed immediately after

seeding the new seedlings will cover the area

in a very short time, thus maintaining a tidy

planting indefinitely.

i i i

Planted in the shade, a group of three or
more Camellias “Cheerful” has a nice landscape
value. They grow much more gracefully than
when exposed to the sun and wind. The blos-

soms of “Cheerful” drop their petals instead
of remaining on the plant as ugly brown
smudges. The petals are lovely on the ground,
as they retain their color for quite some time.

i i i

The writer, having to leave her garden too
early in the autumn to mulch her fuchsias in
the usual way, placed a layer of sand about
two inches thick around each plant. Much to

her surprise every fuchsia survived the winter
without any further attention. As the sand
should prevent heaving it might be a good idea

to try it on other plants.

i -f i

Daphne Blagayana is one of the loveliest of

the daphnes and, blooming as it does in Febru-
ary, is doubly appreciated. The blossom is

white, very fragrant and much larger than
Daphne cneorum. It is really one of the aristo-

crats of the garden. It seemed to revel in our
prolonged past winter snow. Under a decidu-
ous tree (it does not like afternoon sun) in

neutral soil it thrives beautifully. Its neighbor,
Epigaea (trailing arbutus)

,
which blooms at

the same time, seems very happy in the compost
and shade of Kalmia latifolia (mountain laurel)

.

—“H.”

i i i

i i i

When dividing Iris (and July is the accepted
month for this job) after lifting the clumps they
should be examined for rhizome rot. If any
soft places are found the separated roots should
be soaked for an hour in potassium perman-
ganate.

i i i

Wallflower “Primrose Dame” is a lovely thing
and has many virtues. The flowers are a soft,

creamy yellow which combines beautifully with
many of the flowers blooming at the same time,
such as blue or lavender violas and grape hya-
cinths, pale yellow tulips, etc. It has tidy ever-
green foliage and is not particular about soil

A LIST OF PLANT NAMES
(Continued from Spring Number)

argipeplum
argyrocomus
argyroneurum
Aria
aridus
arietinus
Arisaema

aristatus

Aristea
Aristolochia

Aristotelia

white robed
silver leaved
silver nerved
a sorbus
arid
like a ram’s head
Greek name with no particu-
lar meaning
aristate, bearded
stiff leaf-points
named for supposed medicinal
purposes
after Aristotle

Bunge Lumber & Hardware Co.

High Grade Peat Moss and

All Types of Fertilizer

Including

Acid Fertilizer for Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Camellias, etc.

WEst 0022 9616 16th Avenue S.W., Seattle 6 Burien Yard, GLendale 1799
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arizelum notable Aster a star
arizonicus of Arizona asterochnoum with star-like down
arkansanus of Arkansas asteroides Aster-like
armatus armed Astilbe Greek, not shining
Armeria old Latin name Astragalus ancient name
armillaris with a bracelet or collar Astrantia in allusion to star-like appear-
Arnebia Arabic name ance of umbels
Arnica ancient name astrocalyx star-like calyx
aromaticus aromatic Astrocaryum Greek, astron, star; karyon,
Aronia modification of Aria nut
Arrhenatherum Greek arren, masculine, ather, asturicus of Asturia (Spain)

awned, staminate flower ater coal black
arrectus raised up, erect Athrotaxis alludes to crowded cone scales
Artabotrys Greek, suspended grapes Athyrium generic name of fern
Artemisia Artemisia, wife of Mausolus atlanticum Atlantic
Arthropodium Greek, joint and foot Atraphaxis ancient Greek name
articulatus jointed, articulated atratus blackened
Artocarpus artos, bread; carpos, fruit atriplicifoiius atriplex leaved
artosquameum with compressed scales Atriplex Greek name of Orache
Arum ancient name atrocarpus dark fruited
Aruncus old name Atropa from name of one of the three
Arundinaria Bamboo Fates who cuts the thread of

Arundo ancient Latin name life

arundinaceus reed-like atropurpureus dark purple
arvensis pertaining to cultivated fields atrorubens dark red
asarifolius Asarum leaved atrosanguineus dark blood-red
Asarum ancient name atroviolaceus dark violet
ascalonicus from Syria (Ascalon) - atrovirens dark green
ascendens ascending Attalea attalus, magnificent
asclepiadeus Asclepias-like attenuatus produced to a point
Asclepias ancient Greek and Latinized atticus pertaining to Attica, Greece

name aubretioides aubretia-like
Ascyrum Greek, not hard or rough Aubrieta Claude Aubriet, French natu-
asiaticus Asian ral history painter of the last

Asimina French and Indian name century
Asparagus Greek name Aucuba Latinized for Aokiba, its Jap-
asper rough anese name
asperatus rough Audibertia M. Audibert of Provence
asperifolius rough leaved augustissimus very notable
asperrimus very rough Augustinii after Augustine Henry
Asper ula roughish, referring to leaves augustus august, majestic
Asphodeline name modified from Aspho- aurantiacus orange-red

delus aurantifolius golden leaved
asphodeloides Asphodelus-like aureolus golden
Asphodelus Greek name of unknown aureum golden

origin Auricula Primula auricula
Aspidistra Greek, a small round shield auriculatus eared
asplenifolius Asplenium leaved australiensis from Australia
Asplenium Greek (referring to supposed australis southern

medicinal properties (not the austriacus Austrian
spleen) austrinus southern

assimilis similar autumnalis autumnal
assurgens ascending Avena old Latin name
assurgentiflorus flowers ascending avicenniaejolius avicennia leaved
Astelia name alluding to epiphytic avicularis pertaining to birds

character of some species avium of the birds

RHODODENDRONS
Featuring

NEWEST CREATIONS FROM THE GARDENS OF GREAT BRITAIN

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Henny 8C Brydon, Inc.
BOX 212, BROOKS, OREGON
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axillaris

axium
Azalea
Azara
Azolla
azoricus
azureus

axillary
worthy
Greek, azaleos, dry
I. N. Azara, a Spanish botanist

Greek, to destroy by drying
of the Azores
Azure, sky-blue

i i i

Needed: A garden club or unit which will

sponsor the purchase of plants for the Legu-

minosae Family. First step is to establish the

tree plantings. Some of the trees that belong

to this family are: Redbud, Coffeetree, Yellow-

wood, Albizzia, Sophora and Honeylocust, as

well as many hybrids of Locust and La-

burnums.

i i i

The Northwestern Unit of the American

Rock Garden Society has planned an over-

night “Alpine Field Trip” July 16th and 17th.

Anyone interested in joining the Society and

participating in this interesting trip or subse-

quent meetings, held monthly, is urged to

contact the Society’s secretary, Mrs. Neill

Hall, 8222 4th Ave. N. E., Seattle.

BOOSTER
POWDER
Make your own BOOSTER
FERTILIZER Solution as low
as K a gallon with Miller’s

Garden Booster Powder.
Contains all essential plant

food elements.

Ask for ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET

Insist on Miller's

MILLER PRODUCTS
PORTLAND 1, OREGON

Shade-Loving Shrubs
(Continued from Page 17)

KOLKWITZIA, the well known Beauty Bush,
will do well in half shade.

LEUCOETHOE Catesbaei with its drooping clus-

ters of white flowers, and the newer L. Davis-
iae are especially beautiful.

LAGERSTROEMIA indica, from China. Con-
sidered to be quite tender, but I grew the
lovely pink flowering form in my garden in

Medina quite successfully without any pro-
tection.

LIGUSTRUM. Many of the privets thrive in

the shade. Among them the hardy L. amur-
ense, L. japonicum with very handsome foli-

age, L. ovalifolium, L. vulgare argenteum, the
silver variegated type, and L. aureum, the
Golden privet, and L. Xanthocarpum, the yel-

low-berried privet.

LONICERA. Many of the shrubby Honeysuckles
are hardy and satisfactory for shady places;

L. nitida is one of the most popular; L. syrin-

gantha, with pale lilac, sweetly scented flow-
ers, and L. tatarica, both white and pink flow-
ering forms.

MAGNOLIAS. The magnolias are so beautiful
that one would seem to wish to grow them as
specimen shrubs or tree, but M. virginiana
and M. stellata, both white and pink forms,
and the lovely M. Wilsonii, add much char-
acter to a half-shaded shrub border.

MAHONIA Aquijolium (see Berberis Aquifol-
ium).

OSMANTHUS ilicifolius, charming shrub re-
sembling a holly, especially O. Delavayi, with
its tubular flowers, and O. Forrestii with very
handsome foliage.

PHILADELPHUS. While many of the mock
oranges like a sunny location, a number of

them will do beautifully in shade and half
shade, and some of the newer hybrids are par-
ticularly lovely. P. Delavayi, “Belle Etoile”,

“Atlas”, “Enchantment” and “Norma” are all

newer large flowered types, and are certainly
assets to any garden lover’s collection.

PHOTINA Davidsoniae, and P. serrulata with
crimson-red foliage in the springtime, and P.

villosa carrying scarlet berries and highly
tinted foliage in the autumn.

PIERIS (see Andromeda)
PITTOSPORUM. A lovely, useful evergreen,
much grown in the South, but usually hardy
in this section. P. crassifolium, with dark
green foliage and purple flowers; P. tenui-
folium, pale green leaves and brownish flow-
ers, and P. “Silver Queen”, grey-green leaves
(not too hardy here).

RAPHIOLEPIS Delacourii. This is a handsome
shrub with large leathery leaves and pink
flowers; needs some protection in this section.

RHODODENDRON. Native types and selected
hybrids.

FLOWERLAND NURSERY
ROCK PLANTS - PERENNIALS

ANNUALS
Over 500 Varieties

We Grow Our Own
8833 31st S.W. SEATTLE 6 AValon 5556
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PYRACANTHA. Most of the firethorns will tol-

erate a goodly amount of shade. P. coccinea
and P. Lalandii are two popular climbers for
covering a north or east wall or chimney.

RUBUS deliciosus. A most lovely Rubus with
large white flowers.

SARCOCOCCA Hookeriana is a favorite of mine,
although rather dwarf in stature.

SORBUS. Several forms of the Mountain Ash
are useful for autumn coloring. S. Vilmorinii
is a beautiful shrub with feathery foliage and
berries turning to a bright pink in the fall.

SPIRAEA. These will thrive beautifully in
shade. S. arguta is one of the most beautiful;
the double-flowered S. prunifolia is good, S.

Vanhouttei is well known, and S. Veitchii
produces lovely white blossoms.

STEWARTIA pentagyna, with creamy-white
flowers and purple stamens, and the lovely
S. sinensis, a rare and beautiful shrub, should
be given a little protection.

STAPHYLEA colchica, and the pale pink S.

holocarp rosea, are two of the choicest shrubs
for half shade.

STRANVESIA Davidiana, a beautiful and pop-
ular evergreen with scarlet berries.

SYMPHORICARPUS albus (racemosus). A fine

bushy shrub with slender branches loaded
with waxy white berries. S. Chenaultii bear-
ing pink berries.

VACCINIUM angustijolium, and V. corymbo-
sum, both excellent for autumn coloring. V.
padijolium is a rare, choice shrub with pale
yellow flowers and handsome, large blue ber-
ries. One can not only have highly colored

shrubs in the vacciniums, but edible blue
berries as well.

VERONICA (Hebe) Traversii. A shapely ever-
green with pale mauve flowers, very lovely
in half shady locations. A number of the
semi-dwarf veronicas are very fine, and have
colorful blooms of blue and purple.

VIBURNUM Burkwoodii and V. Carlesii are
fragrant; V. Davidii with clusters of white
flowers and turquoise blue berries (rather
dwarf)

;
V. fragrans is similar to V. Carlesii,

and is very fragrant; V. rhytidophyllum, a
remarkable and interesting shrub with very
crinkled foliage; V. Tinus, the useful Laurus-
tinus, and V. tomentosum, the very handsome
flowering snowball with flattish flower heads.

ZENOBIA (see Andromeda and Pieris) pulver-
ulenta, with silvery leaves and large white
bell flowers.

i i i

DEEP SHADE, UNDER TREES, ETC.

ACANTHOPANAX (Aralia) ricinifolios

" Aralia pentaphyllus

ACER
" pensylvanicum
" spicatum

AMcLANCHIER canadensis
"

laevis

ARUNDINARIA Most bamboos

AZALEAS ponticum types
" aborescens
" mucronatum
" yedoense poukhanense
" vaseyi
" viscosum

MALMO*S , ,
' tyoun ^eadqucvUe**-

Plan a visit now to the Northwest’s outstanding nursery. See the rugged beauty of the

rock gardens and the colorful demonstration gardens. You will enjoy a walk through
the Hampton Court Palace Formal Gardens.

Malmo Nurseries offer a wide selection of garden supplies and a fascinating display of

garden gifts in their new garden stores.

Outside in the nursery department you will find a splendid selection of the finest varieties

of roses in bloom, shrubs, and trees growing in containers ready to take with you any
time during the late spring and summer. A skilled staff of landscape specialists is at your
service in the landscaping department.

Malmo’s remain open from 8:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m. seven days a week for your convenience.

• Request our 1949 Camellia Booklet and Rhododendron Catalog.

ON OUR BOOK SHELF

—

The U. of W. Arboretum Handbook of Rhododendrons, $5.00; Camellias
Illustrated and How to Grow Them, $4.00.

Downtown Drive-In
4th and Denny Way and Seed Stores

SEATTLE NURSERYMEN SINCE 1893

University Drive-In
4700 25th Ave. N. E.

OPEN SUNDAYS
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AUCUBA japonica

" J. variegata

BERBERIS
" ilicifolia

" thunbergi
" sargentiana

BUXUS japonica
" sempervirens

CLETHRA alnifolia

CORNUS alba
" alternifolia

" florida

" mas
COTONEASTER salicifolia floccosa

EUONYMUS alatus
" alatus compactus

GAULTHERIA including all dwarf types

HYDRANGEA aborescens grandiflora

ILEX aquifolium

" glabra
" opaca

KALMIA latifolia

LAURESTINUS (Viburnum tinus)

LIGUSTRUM ibota regelianum

LONICERA Canadensis
" tartaric alba
" tartaric rosea

MAHONIA aquifolium

OSMANTHUS ilicifolius

PHILADELPHUS coronarius grandiflorus

PIERIS floribunda
" japonica

PORTUGAL Laurels

RHODODENDRON native and hybrid varieties

RIBES

RUBUS hispidia

" odoratus

ROSA rugosa

SAMBUCUS pubens

SYMPHORICARPUS racemosus

VACCINIUM corymbosum
" pensylvanicum

VIBURNUM acerifolium

" alnifolium
" dentatum
" lentago
" opulus

HALF SHADE, OR FILTERED SUNSHINE

ABELIA grandiflora
" schumanni

ABUTILON vitifolium

ACER griseum
" nikoense

" palmatum
AMELANCHIER oblongifolia

ANDROMEDA polifolia

AZALEA Mollis types, and named varieties

BERBERIS in variety (see those named)

CHOISYA ternata

CISTUS ladaniferus
" laurifolius

CLETHRA alnifolia

CORNUS florida rubra
" kousa
" nuttalli (grows tall)

CORYLOPSIS pauciflora

" veitchiana

CYDONIA Named hybrids

COTONEASTER (see those named)
CYTISUS Dorothy Walpole

" Lord Lambourne

This is our NEW

EBCO Willard

OFFSET PRESS
(The Only One in Seattle)

0

22" x 34" plates — up to 6000 impres-

sions an hour — on newsprint , bond,
label stock or cardboard ... a sturdy,

dependable, all-purpose press.

Supplementing . . .

the superior Letter Press service

that, since 1919, has made this concern

—

NOTED . . . for the way it turns out BIG

JOBS of GOOD QUALITY and FAST.

WESTERN
PRINTING
COMPANY

2100 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, Washington

MAin 6302

R. C. (TORCHY) TORRANCE, President
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DAPHNE burkwoodi
" Mezereum
" odora floribunda
" Somerset

DESFONTAINEA Spinosa

DEUTZIA lemoirei

" scabra
"

longifolia

ELAEAGNUS commutata
" macrophylla
" tricolor

ENKIANTHUS campanulatus
" cernuus rubens
" japonicus

" pendulus

ESCALIONIA macrantha
"

langleyensis
" Donard's Pink

EUONYMUS alatus
" alatus compacta
" europaeus
" yedoensis

EXOCHORDA wilsoni

FORSYTHIA spectabilis
" intermedia
" suspensa

FOTHERGIALA alnifolia
" major
" monticola

FUCHSIA Riccarton

GAULTHERIA hookeri
" miqueliana

HAMAMELIS mollis

" vernalis

HYDRANGEA aborescens
" paniculata

HYPERICUM hookerianum
" patulum

ILEX crenata
" glabra
" pernyi
"

orientalis

KALMIA glauca
"

latifolia

KOLKWITZIA amabilis

LEUCOETHOE catesbaei
" daviesiae
" keiskei

LONICERA nitida
" syringantha
" totaric

MAGNOLIA glauca
" stellata
"

stellata rosea
" wilsoni

MAHONIA aquifolium

OSMANTHUS ilicifolius

" delavayi
" forresti

" serrulatus

OSMAREA burkwoodi

PERNETTYA nigra (rather dwarf)
" tasmanica

PHILADELPHUS virginalis

" delavayi
"

Belle Etoile

" Atlas
" Enchantment
" Norma

PHOTINA davidsoniae
" serrulata
"

villosa

PIERIS (see andromeda)
PITTOSPORUM tenuifolium

" crassifolium

PYRACANTHA coccinea
"

lalandi
" angustifolia
" yunnanensis

RAPHIOLEPIS Delacouri

RHODODENDRON native types and selected hybrids

ROSA rugosa
"

spinosissima Saltaicas

RUBUS deliciosus

SARCOCOECA hookeriana
" ruscifolia

SKIMMIA japonica
" alba

SORBUS Vilmorinii

SPIREA aruguta
" prunifolia
" vanhouttei

STEWARTIA pentagyna
" pseudocamellia
"

serrata

STAPHLEA colchica
" holocatpa

STRANVAESIA davidiana

SYMPHORICARPOS racemosus albus
" chenaulti (pink berries)

VACCINIUM corymbosum
“ delavayi

" parvifolium

" padifolium
" ovatum
" pensylvanium

VERONICA traversi
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VIBURNUM burkwoodi
" carlesi

" fragrans
" rhytidophyllum
" tinus (laurestinus)

" tomentoum

WISTARIA (in standard tree form) will stand some shade

ZENOBIA (see Andromeda and Pieris) pulverulenta

NOTE— My thanks to Mr. Donald Wyman,
Arnold Arboretum, and Mr. Layritz, Victoria, B. C.,

for advice re hardiness of certain types.

REFERENCES— Rehder’s Manual, Wilson’s
Aristocrats, Edwin L. Hillier’s “Four Hundred
Most Beautiful Shrubs”; Mr. Walter Reuthe, of
Reuthe & Sons, Keston, Kent, England, for advice
on newer hybrids available.

i i i

The Gravel Fund, a fund started in April,

1948, for the purpose of landscaping and im-

proving the grounds around the Administra-

tive offices of the Arboretum, now totals

$153.00.

i i i

The May 6, 1949 (Vol. 9, No. 4), issue of

Arnoldia, Bulletin of Popular Information of

the Arnold Arboretum, Harvard University,

gives a splendid list of approximately 100

recommended lilacs.

i i i

A new acquisition in Arboretum equipment

is the Toro Professional Mower with riding

sulky for the operator. It cuts a 76-inch swath

yet can be used for trimming, eliminating the

use of hand mowers, and has both forward

and reverse gears. Cost $993.00.

FAR WEST NURSERY
Specializing in

Rhododendrons • Azaleas

E. H. HUMPHREY

Route 2, Box 93, Bothell, Washington

Phone Bothell 0913

CAMEL-LIA or CAMEEL-LIA: Recently

a resolution was received from one of the local

comellia societies in which the pronunciation

of camellia was discussed and in which it was

resolved that the pronunciation Cameel-lia be

adopted by them and asking that the Amer-

ican Camellia Society do likewise.

Some dictionaries give both pronunciations

but Webster’s New International Dictionary

gives only one, and that Cameel-lia. In the

Illustrated Dictionary of Gardening by Nich-

olson, the Director of Kew Gardens, 1880, is

a section on pronunciation of botanical and

horticultural names from which the following

is quoted: “Who thinks of Father Kamel,

the Moravian Jesuit, traveller of the seven-

teenth century, when he pins a camellia

into his buttonhole? No one, surely, or we

shouldn’t always call it Camee'-lya.” On an-

other page where the word actually appears it

is shown to be Cam-el'-lia. It is the writer’s

opinion that the pronunciation Camee'-lya

came about through association with Camille,

the lady of camellias.

Reprinted from “News-letter,” Vol. IV, No. 2,

(April 1949), American Camellia Society; office of

the Secretary, Mr. R. J. Wilmot, Gainesville, Fla.
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Precision cutting means
greater lawn beauty
Bring out the full beauty of

your fine estate lawn with

this precision-cutting

Jacobsen power
mower. See us
now for complete details.
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Smooth Jacobsen

1 % hp. engine.

24-inch chrome nickel steel

cutting unit.

Sharp turns under power with auto-type

differential drive.

Riding sulky available at slight additional cost.

Write or Telephone Us for a Free Demonstration

BRYANT S MARINA, INC.
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